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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this qualitative interview study was to discover leadership patterns
in the paths of Native female leaders and their experiences. The study explores the path
that current Native female leaders walked on that lead them to their positions of
leadership. The study speaks to the challenges, conflicts and obstacles faced by Native
women working toward professional goals that demand a balance of traditional and
contemporary leadership strengths and roles and focuses on the experience, perceptions,
beliefs and meaning of the women interviewed. The study gives a voice to five of
today’s Native female leaders—five Brave-Hearted Women.
The participants’ individual experiences were recorded during the in-depth
interviews. Their own voices have indicated their path to leadership.
Qualitative research methods were used in the study including interviews with
follow up phone calls and e-mails. The study allowed five Native female leaders to tell
their stories about experiences on their path to leadership.
The six themes that emerged from the study were:
Theme One: The Native females in the study experienced early poverty.
Theme Two: The Native females in the study had strong survival skills which contributed
to successful academic and career experience:
a. The Native female leaders were academically strong
b. The Native female leaders exhibited self-esteem and resiliency
c. The Native female leaders in this study overcame experiences of racism
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d. Native female leaders in this study were able to reject alcohol as a problem in their
personal lives
Theme Three: The Native female leaders described a support network of family and other
mentors.
Theme Four: The Native female leaders expressed that tribal culture and spirituality were
important.
Theme Five: The Native female leaders experienced both male gender bias and female
sabotaging, some of which occurred in tribal political contexts.
Theme Six: The Native females in this study had off reservation education and career
experience.
The study fulfills a need for a qualitative perspective on what contributes to the
success of Native female leaders.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Stories are told among Native tribes of Brave-Hearted women. These women
were characterized by assertiveness, independence, outspokenness, and leadership.
Brave-Hearted women were politically active, and many were medicine women. The
Piegans assert that what has been mistranslated as “Manly-Hearted Women” may be
more accurately understood as “Strong-Hearted Women,” a permanent warrior society.
There were brave Cherokee women who followed their husbands and brothers into battle.
These female warriors were called War Women or Pretty Women, and they were
considered dignitaries of the tribe, many of them being as powerful in council as in battle
(Mankiller, 1993, p. 207).
Lakota women traditionally maintained at least four warrior societies of their
own. Among the Cherokee, there was Da’nawa-gasta, or “Sharp War,” an especially
tough warrior and head of a women’s military society. Some scholars say these tribal
women were unusual. But were they uncommon? (Boswell, 2002; Jaimes & Halsey,
1992; Albers & Medicine, 1983)
Centuries of silence surround the lives of Native American women. Most
information gathered on Native women’s activities came from male informants, some of
them Native men reporting on how they thought Native women perceived and felt and
tending to distort descriptions of Native women’s activities and beliefs. Few Native
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women wrote their own words down (Green, 1992; LaFromboise & Heyle, 1990,
Niethammer, 1977).
The earliest accounts we have of Natives were reports made by European
missionaries and explorers. Almost exclusively male, these writers concentrated their
attention on male roles in Native society. Conscientious attempts to censor information
regarding women seem unlikely; these first visitors merely looked at strange societies
through the eyes of their own culture, a culture in which at that time male activities were
the only happenings of note (Niethammer, 1977).
It is not until the twentieth century and the coming-of-age of anthropology as an
academic discipline, particularly in the work of women anthropologists in the American
Southwest, that documentation of the day-to-day lives and the ceremonial and leadership
roles of Native women received intense scrutiny. Even then, emphasis was on women’s
roles in the domestic sphere (Bataille & Sands, 1991).
Certainly the best source of information on what it was like to be a Native woman
in early America would be from Native women themselves, yet, considering the
widespread, long-term history of violence and oppression waged against Native people
by non-Natives, it is hard to imagine why women would trust outsiders with the
knowledge of their intimate rituals, thoughts, or feelings (LaFromboise & Heyle, 1990).
Increasingly, leadership positions in educational institutions and government
organizations are being filled by Native people. These leaders look forward to achieving
a balance of traditional tribal leadership blended with the modern. However, the
leadership of Native tribes and organization cannot be studied as an entity unto itself.
Tribal culture and its impact on Native women as potential leaders must also be explored.

2
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Since colonization by European culture, Native tribes and organizations have redefined
leadership, power and authority to fit the definition outlined by European bureaucracies
(Napier, 1995).
Little has been written about modern female leadership in tribes that have been
female-governed for a long time—the Puyallup, Colville, Yavapai, or the Menominee; or
about those women who served as national and tribal political leaders in the last three
decades. Green (1992) states, “Our picture of how Native women really live and function
from the cradle to the grave, especially in a modem context, lacks clarity and realism” (p.
15).
Green further poses the question, “While most of the studies on Pocahontas and
her sisters focus on the ways in which they helped non-Indians defeat and subdue thenown people, where is the serious study of such women as culture brokers, working to
create, manage, and minimize the negative effects of change on their people, working for
Native people and with non-Indian women and men?” (p. 16) There is a need for Native
questions. Native women deserve better questions and better answers if they are to
survive and prosper as individuals and as part of a collective community (Green, 1992).
Through the decades since the first contact with non-Native peoples, policies and
laws directed at Native Americans, such as the Dawes Land Allotment Act of 1887 and
the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) of 1934, changed the manner in which centuries old
tribal leaderships were practiced and maintained. At the time of colonization, most tribes
were egalitarian societies with complex clan systems. Women elders chose tribal leaders
and had a voice in decisions important to the tribe’s livelihood. With an imposed tribal
council format, based on a Euro-centric governmental model, traditional ways of
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selecting leaders were wiped out. The placement of Natives on reservations, along with
the allotment of tracts of land specifically to Native male heads of household, caused the
traditional roles of females to be further eroded if not completely extinguished
(Mihesuah, 2003).
The status and role of Native women declined after the formation of reservations.
Also imposed was the privatization of communal property and a system of increased
administration of human relationships, which did much to diminish tribal women’s status
and aspirations (Medicine, 1993), although Native women traditionally exerted a
significant amount of social and political influence within their own tribes (Tsosie, 1988).
How much prestige and power women originally held within tribal society will
never be known. Most recorded observations of Native women in traditional societies
were written by Euro-American men, who judged these women according to their own
societies. Many non-Natives, male and female, misunderstood tribal kinship systems,
gender roles, and tribal spiritual and social values. Their observations also reflected their
biases and, perhaps, may reflect a desire to manipulate reality in order to accommodate
expectations that Native women were held in less regard in their tribal societies because
women were subservient to men in European societies (Bell, 2002; Mihesuah, 2003).
Today more Indigenous women participate in tribal politics than ever before.
Although Native women traditionally did not serve as tribal leaders per se, they did
control tribal activities by dictating the recipients of crops, naming leaders, and serving as
mothers, advisors, medicine women, and midwives. They figured prominently in tribal
stories as well. Many modern Native female leaders point to tribal spirituality and
traditions as inspiration and justification for their positions as leaders. They argue that the
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taking of leadership roles is a way of regaining the prestige and power their ancestors
once held and of assuming responsibility for the welfare of their tribes (Mihesuah, 2003).
Present day Native women are working to recapture the respect of their people as
tribal, educational, and organizational leaders for many Native groups. The modern
conflict between genders has largely resulted from patterns learned from white colonial
authorities whose policies destroyed traditional egalitarian systems among Native people
(Tsosie, 1988).
Most tribes were egalitarian, that is, Native women did have religious, political
and economic power—not more than the men, but at least equal to them. Women’s and
men’s roles may have been different, but neither was less important than the other. Prior
to European contact, men and women performed tasks specific to gender. Although the
duties were different, no one task was inferior to another. All work was necessary and the
tribe needed the hands of both men and women (Mihesuah, 2003).
It is almost a universal belief perpetrated by literature, movies and pictures that
the Native woman was the abject slave and drudge of men in her tribe, a heavyset
workhorse, dragging a travois, trudging along a trail behind her swarthy warrior husband,
who was riding a horse (Foreman, 1976; Green, 1992; Niethammer, 1977).
Klein and Ackerman (1995) state, “If women in Euro-American cultures have
sometimes been characterized either as whores or as ladies, then the equivalent for
American Indian women must be “Squaws” or “Princesses” (p. 5). Medicine (1988a)
adds:
Distorted images of Indian women have been perpetuated by the continuing male
bias of mainstream writers. The “prostitute-princess syndrome” of much
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anthropological, historical and missionary writing is presently reinforced by the
portrayal of Native women in the media (p. 87).
Regarding the image of Native women Green writes:
Both her nobility as a Princess and her savagery as a Squaw are defined in terms
of her relationships with male figures. If she wishes to be called a Princess, she
must save or give aid to white men (Green, 1976).
Green (1976) introduced the “Pocahontas Perplex,” explaining that Native women
have to be exotic, wild, collaborationist, crazy, or non-Native to qualify for non-Native
attention. America had a Pocahontas Perplex even before the teenaged princess offered us
a real figure to hang the iconography on. The powerful symbolic Native woman, as
Queen and Princess, has been with us since 1575 when she appeared to stand for the New
World. Her many-faceted life as a Mother figure, exotic, powerful, dangerous and
beautiful, is representative of American liberty and European classical virtue translated of
course into New World terms (Green, 1976).
Native women in literature have captured hearts and minds, but as studies of other
ethnic women have demonstrated, the level and substance for them has been selective,
stereotyped, and damaging. Most of the cliches seem to be irresistible—dead princesses
and saints such as Kateri Tekakwitha (Green, 1992, Mihesuah, 2003).
These unrealistic stereotypes of Native women may have been internalized by the
men in their lives, or by Native women themselves. Contemporary Native women
continue to be misunderstood and prejudged by Native and non-Native men alike when
attempting to provide leadership to organizations and institutions (Tsosie, 1988).
Certainly many Native women face negative stereotyping and expectations in the non-
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Native work world. In addition, some Native women face pressure to demonstrate
cultural unity by sublimating their own personal needs in the face of hostility and
oppression from the majority population.
Many Native women face gender role conflicts within themselves and their
relationships. There has been much confusion around traditional female roles within
tribal cultures. Native women have been pointing out that in many tribal cultures women
played and continue to play vital, independent and powerful roles (LaFromboise, 1982;
Mihesuah, 1996).
Native women today frequently experience role conflicts as they try to maintain
their traditional function in concert with other roles within non-Native society. Further,
Native men find it difficult to support them in dealing with these conflicts, for the men
also suffer greatly from the loss of their traditional roles and also from their belief that
Native women “adapt more readily” (LaFromboise, 1989, p. 14).
Today, Native females face challenges and conflicts in working toward
professional goals that demand a balance of traditional and contemporary leadership
strengths and roles. Several current studies show Native female leaders facing issues of
racism, Native male sexism, and conflicts over their own “Indian-ness” (Napier, 1995;
LaFromboise, 1989).
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative interview study was to discover leadership patterns
in the paths of Native female leaders and their experiences. The study addresses various
issues faced by Native women working toward professional goals that demand a balance
of traditional and contemporary leadership strengths and roles, and focus on the
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experiences, perceptions, beliefs and meaning of the women interviewed. This was
conducted to give a voice to five of today’s Native female leaders—five Brave-Hearted
Women.
Research Questions
1. What are similar characteristics of Native female leaders regarding
a. relationships with other females?
b. relationships with males?
2. What similar experiences did Native female leaders share in
a. childhood/family?
b. education?
c. careers?
3. What strategies have Native female leaders used to achieve current leadership roles?
Significance of Study
Leadership positions within educational institutions and government
organizations are increasingly being filled by Native people attempting to learn new ways
of leading. The leadership of Native tribes and organizations cannot be studied as an
entity unto itself. Tribal culture, past and present, and how it may have both negative and
positive influences on women as potential leaders must also be explored. Since
colonization by non-Native cultures, Native tribes and organizations have redefined
leadership, power, and authority to fit the definition outlined by white bureaucracies
(Napier, 1995).

8
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Need for the Study
Limited research of contemporary Native female leadership in the academic world
and in tribal leadership both on and off reservations has been conducted. Eighteen years
ago, Medicine (1988a) stated, “It is counterproductive to dwell on the paucity of
published works on Native American women. There is virtually no research in this area
and no research agenda for the future” (p. 86). Medicine (1988a) further stated, “A search
of ERIC files yields little pertinent information directly related to professionalization of
Indian females” (p. 88). Research about Native women and their career paths is almost
nonexistent. In her review of the literature on Native women and their
professionalization, Medicine (1988a) found only one such study, Clara Kidwell’s 1976
collection and presentation of demographic data about Native women in higher
education.
Only a handful of studies specifically examine the decision making role and
policy preference of female tribal leaders (Lynch, 1986; McCoy, 1992). A review of the
literature reveals that little empirical research has been conducted on the political
participation of Native women (Prindeville & Gomez, 1999). Klein and Ackerman (1995)
state:
The story of Native North American women as players in their own societies
needs to be told to allow a full description of the tradition of traditional life ways
of Native peoples that is dictated less by the structure of Euro-American culture.
The changes that have taken place in those societies that have redefined gender
roles need to be recorded.. .silence surrounds the lives of North American
women... we never hear their voices and are never told their tales (p. 3).

9
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Medicine (1988a) stated “It is imperative that Native women begin formulating
constructs and tentative hypotheses based upon our own unique experiences and
observations” (p. 87-88). Green (1980) stated:
While most of the studies of Pocahontas and her sisters focus on the ways in
which they helped non-Indians defeat their own people, where is the serious study
of such women as cultural brokers working to create, manage and minimize the
negative effects of change on their people—working for Native American people
and with white men and women? I know of no such study. ...the absence of
puberty rights in these modem Native American social contexts ought not to deter
scholars from studying Native American people. In fact, the substitution of tribal
chairwomen in blue jeans for puberty celebrants, dead princesses, and prostitutes
should benefit Indian women and scholars by introducing Native American
versions of success and failure (p. 266-267).
Because there is a dearth of empirical research focused on Native women and
written from a Native cultural perspective (LaFromboise & Heyle, 1990), the present
study will help to fill a gap by contributing important knowledge about the leadership of
Native women as it adds to the literature on gender and race/ethnic experiences.
Definitions of Terms
American Indian Religious Freedom Resolution. 1978: Gave Native people the
right to practice tribal spirituality (Berkey et al., 1992, p. 306).
Boarding Schools: Schools established off reservations in hopes of speeding up
Native assimilation into American society (Child, 2000, p. 6).
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Bundles: Reservation churches often gathered donated used clothing, wrapping
them in a skirt or other material, making a ‘bundle’, and selling them to Native people in
the community.
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA): In 1824 the Indian Affairs office was established
as a branch of the War Department. It was transferred twenty five years later to the
Department of Interior (Berkhoffer, 1979, p. 146).
Indian Reorganization Act or Ho ward-Wheeler Act: Created in 1934 to encourage
economic development, self determination (Waddell & Watson, 1971, p. 43).
Leadership: The process of influencing the activities of an individual or group in
efforts toward goal achievement in a given situation (Hersey et al, 1996, p. 91).
Native: The indigenous people of America. In the United States, the term refers
to those indigenous people who are members or descendants of members of federally
recognized Native tribes (Mihesuah, 2003, p. 104). This term will be used
interchangeably with the terms Native American, American Indian, and Indian in this
study.
Race: A modem concept modeled after an ancient theorem of the Great Chain of
Being.. .thus “race” was a mode of classification linked specifically to peoples in the
colonial situation. It subsumed a growing ideology of inequality devised to rationalize
European attitudes and treatment of the conquered and enslaved peoples (American
Anthropological Association Statement on “Race”, 1998).
Racism: A doctrine that one race is superior (Schaefer, 1996, p. 37).
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Relocation: Bureau Of Indian Affairs program consisting of off-reservation job
placement designed to relieve the pressure on reservation resources by assisting Natives
to resettle in urban areas (Berkhoffer, 1979, p. 188)
Spirituality/Religion: “The plains people define and experience a multitude of
differentiated spirit beings or sacred powers, which (a) are specific to each form and
element of the natural world; (b) are associated with vital force or an animating life
principle; (c) possess subtle qualities understood to be transferable to other beings or
even to “inanimate” forms” (Brown, 1982, p. 15).
Stereotype: Unreliable generalizations about all members of a group that do not
take into account individual differences within the group (Schaefer, 1996, p. 37).
Termination: House concurrent Resolution 108, passed in 1953, policy of
Congress to end the status of Native people as wards of the United States (Berkhoffer,
1979, p. 187).
Tribe: Represents a specific form of social organization. Tribes generally share
descent, territory, political authority, history and culture and consider themselves a
sovereign people.
Delimitations
The following limitations are identified to give clarity and direction to the study.
This study focuses on:
1. Data collection limited to Native female leaders in the Plains states.
2. These findings and conclusions may not be generalized to other populations
because of the design of the study.
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3. The researcher is a Native female, and while this factor supported her work in
gathering the data, the reader should be aware that this factor may color the
conclusions drawn from this study.
Organization of the Study
Chapter I provided the reader with an introduction to the historical background of
Native female roles in general, followed by discussion of the significance of and need for
the present study.
Chapter II is a description of the methodology used in this study, and includes
discussion of the fundamentals of qualitative research and a rationale for choosing
qualitative research for this study. The method for selecting the participants, setting up
the interviews, the interview questions, and the protocol for inductive data analysis and
report of findings are described as well.
Chapter 111 provides a narrative description of the participants and their individual
backgrounds, placing their experiences in context with those of Natives as a whole. This
information allows the reader to better understand the participants and the personal
experiences they bring to this research.
Chapter IV contains the findings of the study. Six themes that emerged from
participant interviews are presented along with supporting evidence in the form of
quotations from the interviews.
Chapter V presents the discussion of the literature in reference to the themes.
Chapter VI presents an overview of the themes of the study, with conclusions,
discussion and suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
Chapter II is a description of the methodology used in this study, and includes
discussion of the fundamentals of qualitative research and a rationale for choosing
qualitative research for this study. The method for selecting the participants, setting up
the interviews, the interview questions, and the protocol for inductive data analysis and
report of findings are also described.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative interview study was to discover leadership patterns in the
paths of Native female leaders and their experiences. The study explores the path that
contemporary Native female leaders walked leading them to their current positions of
leadership and focuses on the experience, perceptions, beliefs and meaning of the women
interviewed, addressing the various issues faced by Native women working toward
professional goals that demand a balance of traditional and contemporary leadership
strengths and roles. This study was conducted to give a voice to five of today’s Native
female leaders.
Method of the Study
This study utilizes the method of qualitative research designed to generate,
inductively, commonalities and themes identified among the participants. Participants
were interviewed once with follow up calls, letters or e-mails. The interviews were
conducted in June of 2006. The participants were given the questions ahead of time.
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Participants were allowed to freely express individual perceptions and concerns. To gain
access to the women’s experiences, semi-structured interviews were conducted. Data
were analyzed until themes and assertions emerged.
Nature of Qualitative Research
Denzin and Lincoln (1994) state that “Qualitative research is multi-method in
focus, involving an interpretive, naturalistic approach to its subject matter. This means
that qualitative researchers study things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense
of, or interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them” (p. 2).
Creswell (1994) defines qualitative study “as an inquiry process of understanding a social
or human problem, based on building a complex, holistic picture, formed with words,
reporting detailed views of informants, and conducted in a natural setting” (pp. 1-2). The
researcher chose to perform qualitative, inductive research for these reasons. This
approach is not a comparison of groups (i.e., Native vs. non-Native) but an examination
within a set, permitting the researcher to explore the experiences of this particular group
of Native female leaders in detail. The qualitative research method further allowed the
researcher to capture the essence of how the participants view their worlds.
Qualitative researchers stress the socially constructed nature of reality, the
intimate relationship between the researcher and what is studied, and the situational
constraints that shape inquiry. They seek answers to questions that stress how social
experience is created and given meaning (Denzin & Lincoln, 2002).
According to Strauss and Corbin (1998), “qualitative methods can be used to
explore substantive areas about which little is known.. .and.. .to obtain intricate details
about phenomena such as feelings, thought processes, and emotions that are difficult to
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extract or learn about through more conventional research methods” (p. 11).
Qualitative research produces descriptive data and focuses on understanding by
looking at the participants’ works, actions, and records. It allows for the research to be
conducted from the individuals’ experiences in their own terms, rather than a controlled
measurement. The researcher is able to get closer to data that are often rich and deep
versus predetermined and limited (Maykut & Morehouse, 1994).
Maxwell (1996) states that qualitative research generates results and theories that
are understandable and experientially credible, both to the people who are studied and to
other researchers. Such research is an exploratory, descriptive, inductive, and open ended
strategy that strives to discover where the participants are in reference to a particular
interest or social phenomenon (Maykut & Morehouse, 1994).
Maxwell (1996) lists five research purposes for which qualitative studies are
especially suited:
1. Understanding the meaning, for participants in the study, of the event,
situations, and actions they are involved with and of the accounts that they
give of their lives and experiences.
2. Understanding the particular context within which the participants act, and the
influence that this context has on their actions.
3. Identifying unanticipated phenomena and influences, and generating new
grounded theories about the latter.
4. Understanding the process by which events and actions take place.
5. Developing causal explanations (pp. 17-20).
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Reichardt and Cook (1979) indicate that qualitative methods are best used when
the researcher has the task of “discovering or generating theories” (p. 17). Qualitative
research most closely represents the researcher’s task because few preconceived ideas
exist about the participants’ experiences during their journey to leadership positions.
Bogdan and Biklen (1982) provide a description of the inductive process of
qualitative research by using a metaphor of assembling a puzzle. They write, “In
qualitative research you are not putting together a puzzle, whose picture you already
know. You are constructing a picture which takes shape as you collect and examine the
parts” (p. 20).
Inductive Research
The strengths of qualitative research derive primarily from its inductive approach,
its focus on specific situations or people, and its emphasis on words rather than numbers.
In qualitative methodology inductive logic prevails. Categories or themes emerge from
participants, rather than are identified a priori by the researchers. This emergence
provides rich “context-bound” information leading to patterns or theories that help
explain a phenomenon (Creswell, 1994).
According to Strauss and Corbin (1998), in qualitative studies a researcher begins
with an area of study and allows themes to emerge from the data. Data analysis is
conducted in an on-going process which enables the researcher to explore themes as they
emerge and to pursue unexpected leads. Analysis of the data is interplay between the
researcher and the data where the researcher is required to have some degree of
creativity. Creativity can manifest itself in the ability of the researcher to name suitable
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categories, ask stimulating questions, make comparisons, and exact a realistic scheme
from masses of unorganized raw data (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).
Interviewing
The intended research design is to “construct a picture” by using qualitative
interview responses. If the researcher’s goal is to understand the meaning of the
participant’s experience then interviewing provides a necessary avenue of inquiry. The
primary method used in this study will be in-depth interviewing. “At the root of in-depth
interviewing is an interest in understanding the experience of other people and the
meaning they make of that experience” (Seidman, 1998, p. 3).
There are three types of interviews in which qualitative researchers engage. The
first is the interview that is done while observation is going on, when quick questions are
put to informants about what is happening. Then there is the more formal interview,
perhaps tape recorded, where a check list of questions is covered. Finally, there is the life
history interview, which may take repeated visits and many hours (or even years)
(Delamont, 1992; Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). The researcher conducted a more formal
interview, with a list of questions, using an audio tape recorder.
There is substantial claim that stories are good scientific research. Interviewing is
a basic mode of inquiry. The recounting of narratives has been the major format
throughout recorded history that humans have used to make sense of their experiences.
The purpose of the in-depth interview is not to get answers to questions, not to test
hypotheses, and not to “evaluate,” as the term is normally used. At the root of in-depth
interviewing is an interest in understanding the experiences of people and the meaning
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they make of those experiences. At the heart of interviewing research is an interest in
other individuals’ stories because they are of worth (Seidman, 1998).
Reason (1981) wrote:
The best stories are those which stir people’s minds, hearts, and souls and by so
doing give them new insights into themselves, their problems and their human
condition. The challenge is to develop a human science that can more fully serve
this aim. The question then, is not “Is story telling science?” but “Can science
leam to tell good stories?” (p. 50).
The following open ended interview questions were developed and used by the
researcher:
1. Tell me about your upbringing.
2. Tell me about your educational upbringing.
3. Who were your mentors?
4. Tell me about your relationships with supervisors you (may) have worked for.
5. Tell me about your relationships with those you may have supervised.
6. Tell me about your individual cultural values.
7. Tell me about interest in your tribal cultural values and your position.
8. Are there challenges or experiences that prevented you from feeling successful
and having a sense of personal and professional satisfaction?
9. Tell me about what worked for you.
10. What factors and obstacles contributed to your success?
11. What advice do you have for aspiring Native female leaders?
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Data Collection
Miles and Huberman (1984) state that qualitative data are engaging. They are a
source of well-grounded, rich descriptions and explanations of processes occurring in
local contexts. With qualitative data one can preserve chronological flow, assess local
causality, and derive fruitful explanations. Then, too, qualitative data are more likely to
lead to new theoretical integrations; they help researchers go beyond initial
preconceptions and frameworks.
Qualitative research generally examines people’s words and actions in narrative
or descriptive ways more closely representing the situation as experienced by the
participants. Qualitative research is based on a phenomenological position. The
phenomenological approach is a focus on understanding the meaning events have for
persons being studied (Maykut & Morehouse, 1994).
Qualitative researchers value context sensitivity, an understanding of phenomena
in all its complexity and within a particular situation and environment. Qualitative
research places emphasis on understanding through looking closely at people’s words,
actions, and records (Maykut & Morehouse, 1994). Why words? Simply stated, using the
subjects’ own words better reflects the postulates of the qualitative paradigm. The
qualitative researchers try to understand a situation as it is contextualized and constructed
by the participants. The qualitative researcher attempts to capture what people say and
do as the product of how people interpret their world. The task for the qualitative
researcher is to capture this process of interpretation. To do this requires an empathic
understanding or the ability to reproduce in one’s own mind the feeling, motives, and
thoughts behind the actions of others (Bogden & Taylor, 1975, p. 13-14).
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Experiential Knowledge

The researcher brings nearly thirty years’ experience in education and a lifetime of
experiences as a Native female to this study. Traditionally, what you bring to the research
from your background and identity has been treated as bias, something whose influence
needs to be eliminated from the design, rather than a valuable component of it. This has
been true to some extent even in qualitative research, where it has long been recognized
that the researcher is the instrument of the research (Maxwell, 1996). Maxwell (1996)
cautions, “Separating your research from other aspects of your life cuts you off from a
major source of insights, hypotheses, and validity checks” (p. 28).
Strauss and Corbin (1998) discuss the interplay that takes place between data and
researcher, in both gathering and analyzing data. They state: “This interplay, by its very
nature, is not entirely objective as some researchers might wish us to believe. Interplay by
its very nature, means that a researcher is actively reacting to and working with data....
.Experience and knowledge are what sensitizes the researcher to significant problems and
issues in the data and allows him or her to see alternative explanations and to recognize
properties and dimensions of emergent concepts” (p. 58-59).
The qualitative investigator admits the value-laden nature of the study and
actively reports his or her values and biases, as well as the value nature of information
gathered from the field. The language of the study may be first person and personal
(Creswell, 1994). Critical self-reflection for potential biases and predispositions was
practiced in the present study. The researcher received feedback from the actual
participants through email, or phone conversations for verification and insight. Peer
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review and advisor review was solicited in order to challenge the interpretations or
conclusions.
Triangulation o f Data
Questions regarding the accuracy of information may not surface in a study, or, if
they do, the researcher talks about steps for verifying the information with informants or
“triangulating” among different sources of information, to mention a few of the available
techniques (Creswell, 1994). Delamont (1992) identifies three basic types of
triangulation: 1) between methods, or getting data with more that one method; 2) between
investigators, or involving more than one person examining the phenomenon or setting;
and 3) within methods or getting several types of data on a topic within a method. When
a variety of data gathering techniques are used, such as qualitative inquiry, participant
observation, interviewing, and document collection, the researcher can confirm or verify
patterns by comparing and contrasting the various types of data (Glesne & Peshkin,
1992).
Lincoln and Guba (1985) describe several practices which contribute to the
trustworthiness of an action research study and allay triangulation concerns. They
suggest using multiple methods of data collection, contending that convergence of a
major theme through a variety of sources lends strong credibility to the findings. From all
the collected data, the researcher should be able to “walk” the reader along the path of
study. Third, working with a research team is recommended. If this is not an option, the
researcher must use multiple methods of data collection and maintain an audit trail.
Fourth, Lincoln and Guba advocate member checks. This term refers to the process of
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asking the participants of the project to tell the researcher if they have accurately
described the experience in question.
The researcher used multiple forms of practice gathering the data, including open
ended taped interviews that were transcribed by the researcher (Seidman, 1998), notes
taken during and after an interview and written observations.
Participant Selection
Qualitative research does not involve random samples. In this study, the women and the
researcher are the main participants. Twelve potential participants were identified
through Bureau of Indian Affairs records, Tribal College publications, referrals, and
national Native media resources such as magazines and newspapers. Kvale (1996) stated
that the number of subjects in interview studies tends to be around 15, plus or minus 10.
“This number may be due to a combination of the time and resources available for the
investigation and the law of diminishing returns” (Kvale, 1996, p. 102). Criteria for the
selection of the participants included: 1) women who were first-time Native females in
their current position; 2) women who worked or currently are working in leadership
roles; and 3) women who worked a portion of their years in a predominantly Native
environment.
Selection Limitations
Through the use of Bureau of Indian Affairs records, Tribal College publications,
referrals, and national Native media resources such as magazines and newspapers, this
researcher identified ten Native female leaders throughout the plains states as potential
participants in this study. Due to time and travel constraints, the researcher then reduced
the list to eight possible participants. Potential participants were contacted by letter
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(Appendix A). Informed Consent forms (Appendix B) were returned by five participants.
Each participant received and returned the Research Consent Form (Appendix C). The
interview questions (Appendix D) were mailed or emailed to all participants before the
interview. Continued communication occurred through letters, emails and telephone
conversations to set the time, day and place of the interview. Interviews were conducted
at mutually agreed upon sites within each participant’s community of residence.
The five participants selected for this study included Native female leaders
employed as leaders within their tribes: a tribal community college president, a university
president, a professor, a tribal chairwoman, and a recent community college vicepresident. All of the participants are identified and accepted as Native by both the Native
and non-Native community. All are enrolled members of their respective tribes. Three
participants in this study were living in their tribal communities and two lived in large
urban areas, adding richness to the study. The participants’ names have been changed to
protect their anonymity. The researcher either asked each participant for a name she
would like to be referred to in the study, or simply assigned a striking name that came
from the interview. Miskoose (Miss-koose) preferred to use the name of her
grandmother; it means “Red Beaver.” Shawano (Sha-wahn-no) is Ojibwe for “south,”
and was adopted by another participant. Waawaashkeshi (Wah-wash-kee-she) means
“deer” in the Ojibwe language and was the suggested pseudonym for the third participant.
Brave Hearted Woman is very similar to the name of one participant’s grandmother,
Brave Woman. Another Native female, Ogichida Ikwe (O-gitch-ee-dah E-kway) or
Warrior Woman, just could not be given any other name.
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Collection o f Data
Qualitative researchers typically study a relatively small number of individuals or
situations and preserve the individuality of each of these in their analyses, rather than
collecting data from large samples and aggregating the data across individuals or
situations. Thus, they are able to understand how events, actions, and meanings are
shaped by the unique circumstances in which these occur (Maxwell, 1996).
All interviews utilized a semi-structured line of questioning and lasted between
sixty and ninety minutes. Each person interviewed participated in one interview. The
number of communications with each participant was dependent on the amount of
discussion and information shared in that interview. It was necessary to take into
consideration the participants’ busy lives and the many demands on their time. After the
interviews were transcribed they were emailed or sent to those individuals who had been
interviewed for review and approval. None of the participants noted any changes they
wished to be made.
Data Analysis
Strauss and Corbin (1998) tell us that “analysis is the interplay between
researchers and data.... It is both science and art” (p. 13). Meaning is communicated
through interpretation of the data. Data analysis is an ongoing process in a qualitative
study. It occurs as part of the research design while collecting the data and after
collecting the data. Merriam (1988) and Maxwell (1996) stress the importance of data
analysis being simultaneous to data collection.
An inductive analysis method was used to code the data. “The process of noting
what is interesting, labeling it, and putting it into appropriate files is called ‘classifying’
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or, in some sources, ‘coding’ data” (Seidman, 1998, p. 107). The key feature of
qualitative coding is that it is developed in interaction with, and is tailored to the
understanding of the particular data being analyzed (Maxwell, 1996). Maxwell states:
The main categorizing strategy in qualitative research is coding.... In qualitative
research.. .the goal of coding is not to produce counts of things, but to “fracture”
(Strauss, 1987, p. 29) the data and rearrange it into categories that facilitate the
comparison of data within and between these categories and that aid in the
development of theoretical concepts. Another form of categorizing analysis
involves sorting the data into broader themes and issues (Maxwell, 1996, p. 7879).
The goal of conducting, transcribing and analyzing the interviews was to leam
more about patterns, experiences, perceptions, beliefs and cultural traditions that most
influence Native female leaders in their paths to leadership roles. Interview data were
analyzed to identify answers to the research questions and to look for additional emerging
themes. Codes were assigned to clusters of significant data in the initial review of the
transcribed data. Strauss and Corbin (1998) identify two analytic procedures basic to the
coding process; making comparisons of similarities and differences, and asking questions
of the data.
Codes
The transcriptions were color coded using key words based on the frequency and
significance of the respective data. Codes were transferred to large sheets of paper for
visual clarity and accuracy. Codes and supporting data were grouped and regrouped and
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through a review of the codes key concepts. Categories emerged from the codes. An
analysis of the supporting evidence related to each category resulted in six themes.
Since some of the codes fit into multiple categories, overlapping ideas were
combined with one another as suggested by Maykut and Morehouse (1994). Some codes
did not fit into any category and therefore were considered to be outside the context of
this study.
Categories
Categories were developed after coding was completed using a color code
method and arranged into three main categories. The categories were then used to
formulate the six themes that evolved from the research (see Table 1).
An example o f codes, a category and a theme. Following is an example of codes,
a category and a theme that evolved from raw data statements.
Raw data statements
“I could read Latin, write my numbers to a hundred and read before kindergarten.”
“I got all ‘A’s’ on my work.”
“Oh, I love school, I loved school!”
“I was always one of the smarter kids.”
“They were surprised that I seemed to be so smart—I wasn’t a dumb-dumb.”
“She would send me to meetings because she knew I wasn’t afraid to say anything to
anybody.”
“I was pretty much a leader.”
“My parents raise me to be always confident.”
“I had the confidence to do whatever I needed to do.”
“I’m the only one in my family to have a college degree.”
“There was just no question for me that I was going to college.”
“I’m strong willed.”
“I came [to college] with good self-esteem.”
“My husband did not allow us to drink at home which probably kept us from developing
a drinking habit.”
“No one in my family drank alcohol.”
“I always felt that the Indian part of me was good.. .that we were special people.”
“Everyone knew I was Indian.. .1 was pretty secure in my identity.”
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Codes
The Native
The Native
The Native
The Native
lives.

female leaders in this study overcame experiences of racism.
female leaders exhibited self-esteem and resiliency.
females were academically strong.
females in this study were able to reject alcohol as a problem in their personal

Category
Survival Skills
Themes
Native female leaders have a strong sense of identity and determination.
Table 1. Schematic of Codes, Categories and Themes
Codes

Categories

Themes

Survival Skills
Secure Identity
Self-em powerm ent
Did well in school
A lcoh ol not a problem

Native fem ale leaders have a strong sense o f
identity and determination.

Experience o f f the reservation

Native fem ale leaders had school
and career experiences o f f the
reservation.

Support Network
Mentors

Native female leaders had a strong

Tribal culture
Husband/Family

network o f fam ily and others as mentors.

Christianity

Tribal Culture and spirituality are important to
Native fem ale leaders.

Obstacles
Poverty

Native fem ale leaders experienced early poverty.

Sexism
Horizontal violence

Native fem ale leaders experienced both male
gender bias and fem ale sabotaging, Som e o f
w hich occurred in tribal political contexts.
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Summary
Chapter I provided the reader with an introduction to the historical background of
Native female roles in general, followed by discussion of the significance of and need for
the present study.
Chapter II gave a description of the methodology used in this study, and included
discussion of the fundamentals of qualitative research and a rationale for choosing
qualitative research for this study. The method for selecting the participants, setting up
the interviews, the interview questions, and the protocol for inductive data analysis and
report of findings were described as well.
Chapter III provides a narrative description of the participants and their individual
backgrounds, placing their experiences in context with those of Natives as a whole. This
information allows the reader to better understand the participants and the personal
experiences they bring to this research.
Chapter IV contains the findings of the study. Six themes that emerged from
participant interviews are presented along with supporting evidence in the form of
quotations from the interviews.
Chapter V presents the discussion of the literature in reference to the themes.
Chapter VI presents an overview of the themes of the study, with conclusions,
discussion and suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER III
CONTEXT AND PORTRAITS OF STUDY PARTICIPANTS
Chapter III provides a narrative description of the participants and their individual
backgrounds. In reviewing the data and taking note of the generation in which the
participants grew up, the researcher finds it necessary to give the reader background
information on the federal laws and acts that have affected and shaped the lives of each
participant, her parents, and grandparents. These women were bom into an era of federal
policy that dictated forced assimilation into the white world in the form of boarding
schools—both on and off reservation and often Catholic—as well as termination and
relocation. An overview of the historical context of Native women provides perspective.
The following is a general discussion of some U.S governmental laws, acts or resolutions
that affected Native people.
“Remember that Native Americans owned this continent first, and non-Indians
came here. Indians did not try to assimilate to Euro-American culture; rather they have
been resisting assimilation for 500 years” (Chadras, 1978, p. 15).
Historical Background
General Allotment Act o f 1887
Congress passed the General Allotment Act of 1887, which codified as national
policy what had been taking place for many years—Native tribes had to be transformed
for their own good. Reformers believed in bringing civilization to the Natives in order to
absorb them into American society. One method of accomplishing this was the breaking
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up of tribal lands followed by allotment to individual Natives to instill personal initiative
and, in return for accepting land-in-severalty, the awarding of United States citizenship.
The president of the United States was given the discretion to allot reservation
land to Natives, the title to be held in trust for twenty-five years. Natives accepting
allotment were to receive United States citizenship. Heads of families were to receive 160
acres, with smaller plots going to others. All so-called surplus reservation lands after the
allotment process was completed would be up for sale.
The General Allotment or Dawes Act of 1887 is an example of a change in
philosophy towards Native administration which tended to encourage government
officials to deal with individual and families, to bypass tribal leaders and to sometimes
ignore the tribal groupings. The allotment system, or the severalty plan, proposed to make
individual landowners and farmers of the Natives, without preference to tribe or
traditional community life.
Tyler (1973) states:
For the Indian the Allotment Act was revolutionary for he had traditionally tended
to think of land use in terms of community rather than individual use
practices... [one] of the basic reasons that [has] been given for this attempt to
break up the reservations and to allot land to individual Indians [is] a desire to
replace tribal culture with white civilization. Since white individualism seemed to
result in more rapid progress than tribal community life, it seemed desirable to
break up tribal groups (p. 96).
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Carried to its ultimate conclusion the Allotment Act would have put an end to the
reservations, and Natives would have remained as separate families and as individuals in
the various states within the United States (Tyler, 1973).
Indian Reorganization Act o f 1934 (Howard-Wheeler Act)
The Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) as passed in 1934 provided for the
establishment of tribal elections to accept or reject the provisions of the legislation and of
tribal constitutions and corporations. Congress, in passing the IRA, also dramatically
increased federal supervision over Native nations. The IRA was not designed to
recognize Native sovereignty, nor did its operations encourage it. The Secretary of the
Interior, after all, had the final voice in every major policy decision made by Natives. It is
no wonder then that many people believed the BIA, under the IRA, “set up puppet
governments on the reservations and somehow mysteriously governed all aspect of tribal
life by remote control” (Berkey et al, 1992).
Berkhoffer (1979) states:
No matter what Native Americans did under the IRA, funding of tribal welfare
and economic programs depended upon the federal government as always, and so
the decisions of the reorganized tribal governments rested for final authority upon
the approval of the Indian Bureau. IRA goals encouraged the ends of progressive
factions in the tribes, and that faction often supported and staffed the newly
created government at the expense or the opposition of the traditional members
and leadership in a tribe. These traditionalists felt quite rightly that the new tribal
governments with their written constitutions, elections and formalized legislative
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procedures resembled White more than Native ways of running their affairs (p.
187).
While a number of opportunities for tribal revitalization were initiated under the
IRA, its promise was never fully realized. The era of allotment had taken a heavy toll on
the tribes. Many of the old customs and traditions that could have been restored under the
IRA climate of cultural concern had vanished during the interim period since the tribes
had gone to the reservation. The experience of self-government according to Native
traditions had eroded. Familiar cultural groupings and methods of choosing leadership
gave way to the more abstract principles of American democracy (Deloria, Jr. & Lytle,
1983).
Further, the Indian Reorganization Act effectively replaced traditional ways of
selecting chiefs. The IRA was organized according to the Euro-centric model of voting
for leaders. The IRA set up tribal councils based on the premise that men should be the
tribal leaders. This model often circumvented the role of women in tribal government and
established all-male control. Thus the IRA eroded the position of Native women in
decision-making. It is well documented in the ethnographic literature on North American
Natives that the imposition of the patriarchal nuclear model of European kinship has
extinguished many systems of matrilocal residence as part of the thrust toward
civilization according the standards of custom and law of the conquering nations
(Medicine, 1993).
The long range policy favoring eventual assimilation remained the same. Only the
method had changed. The prevailing philosophy after the allotment experience was that
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assimilation would occur more rapidly if the Native communities were again encouraged
to prepare to take their places among the many local communities throughout the nation.
Relocation
In 1952 the Bureau of Indian Affairs initiated the Relocation Services Program, a
plan undertaken in the 1930s for securing employment away from the reservations for
young Native students graduating from Bureau schools (Tyler, 1973; Waddell & Watson,
1971). Due to economic necessity, many families migrated off reservations to large urban
areas such as San Francisco, Chicago, Portland, and Seattle. The decision by a
reservation Native to migrate to an urban area often required the abandonment of the
traditional milieu in which he was reared. He had to adjust to entirely new surroundings
in which the supportive structure of his reservation background may have been attenuated
or even absented. Many Natives identified relocation as another weapon in the
termination arsenal (Tyler, 1973).
The program was not entirely successful. Three factors worked against its
success: 1) the depression of the 1930s, with the accompanying reduction of job
availability in most communities; 2) the special federal work relief programs undertaken
to provide employment on the reservations; and 3) the change of policy that encouraged
the strengthening of tribal community life, convincing persons with training that their
leadership was needed on the reservation (Tyler, 1973). Further detracting from the
program’s success rate was the lack of support for Native families once they arrived in
urban areas. Native people arrived completely untrained, inadequately trained, or
sometimes dysfunctionally trained, having been taught an occupation such as agriculture
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not in demand in large cities. About half of relocatees returned home within their first
three months (Waddell & Watson, 1971).
The whole policy of termination and relocation in the 1950s, like that of allotment
in the 1890s, was directed at destroying the physical and legal separateness of Natives
(Berkhoffer, 1979).
Termination
By 1944 there was no doubt many congressmen sincerely believed that ultimately
the best thing for the Native person was to get him weaned away from his special status
as rapidly as possible (Tyler, 1973). The Second World War brought an end to the
experiments in tribal regeneration. Clearly the tenor of the times was beginning to run
against further Native renaissance. A coalition of forces now called for the unilateral
termination of federal assistance to Native peoples. The Hoover Commission of 1948,
authorized to study cost-saving measures, recommended that the social responsibility for
Natives be transferred to the states as soon as it was practical (Deloria, Jr. & Lytle, 1983).
Termination put tribes under pressure to accomplish more rapidly what the
Reorganization Act had sought to bring about gradually. Under a method referred to as
piece-meal termination there was pressure to turn what had been special services to
Natives over to government agencies that performed the same or similar services for nonNatives (Barsh & Henderson, 1980; Tyler, 1973).
The leading congressional proponent of termination was conservative Republican
Senator Arthur V. Watkins of Utah, who was firmly convinced that if the Native tribes
were freed from federal restrictions they would soon prosper by learning in the school of
life those lessons that a cynical federal bureaucracy had not been able to instill in them.
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Two major tribes, the Klamath of Oregon and the Menominee of Wisconsin fell under the
onslaught (Deloria, Jr. & Lytle, 1983).
Ten tribes—“Group I”—were declared ready for immediate termination of all
federal responsibilities and trusteeship; another twenty tribes were to undergo termination
within five to ten years; and the remaining tribes were deemed to be ready in ten to
twenty-five years. Thus once again the desire for assimilation provided grounds for the
belief that all tribes could be completely incorporated into American society within a
generation (Tyler, 1973). Three of this study’s participants are members of tribes that
were listed for immediate termination in Group I.
Congressmen and the executive branch lost interest in termination policy within a
decade of its official declaration, but not before twelve tribes were forced down the road
to withdrawal of federal services and trusteeship. Termination was often foisted upon a
tribe over the objection of its members, and tribal leaders saw the whole program as just
another attempt of the American people to repudiate promises made through treaty
(Berkhoffer, 1979).
Boarding Schools
Probably ranking next in importance to the alienation of land, white educational
policy has been and continues to be the most devastating factor in Native culture change.
The oldest and most prevalent form of Native education has been the boarding school,
where children were isolated from their parents and their communities for long periods of
time and subjected to concentrated propaganda in the interest of Euro-American culture.
Most schools were run on a military model, with uniforms, drill and military discipline,
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including harsh punishment for speaking Native languages or otherwise not conforming
to the school’s definition of white behavior (Chadras, 1978).
Captain Richard Pratt had been a frontier Native fighter before becoming an
educator. As the founder of the first boarding school for Natives he was still waging a
kind of war. Rather than killing Natives or confining them to reservations, he now wanted
them to forget their traditions and begin living like white people. Captain Pratt believed
the sooner all tribal relations were broken up and the sooner the Natives lost all their old
ways, even their language, the better their lives would be (Archuleta et al, 2000; Child,
2000; Cooper, 1999).
Federal Native schools were modeled after the pattern of Christian missions
established as early as the 1500s in Mexico. Missionaries and government workers
believed that Native people, especially men, were naturally inclined to idleness. Even
women, stereo typically perceived as drudges, the hewer of wood and hauler of water,
needed to be retrained in the appropriate domestic arts of a civilized household
(Archuleta et al, 2000).
Developments in the funding and nature of Native education sponsored by nonNatives pointed in the same direction of increased subordination and individualization of
the people. The federal government assumed full responsibility for Native education
during the fiscal year 1871 for the first time by making a general appropriation. The
efficacy of the reservation day school versus the off reservation manual labor boarding
school was once again debated in spending this money. The most famous of the off
reservation manual labor boarding schools was the Carlisle (Pennsylvania) Indian
Industrial School, founded in 1879 by the aforementioned Captain Pratt. In its distance
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from its pupils’ homes, its close, prison like supervision of the students, and its outing
system, in which students spent summer months or a year living in the home of a good
Christian non-Native family, Pratt “hoped to destroy the Indian in the race in favor of the
man,” as he was fond of saying (Berkhoffer, 1979).
Portraits of Interview Participants
Information drawn from each interview provides information about the interview
setting, the participant’s background and educational and professional experiences. The
participants were from a variety of backgrounds; four of them work at colleges or
universities, one occupies a post as a tribal chairwoman.
The majority of the interviews took place in the participants’ place of occupation.
There was one exception where an interview took place in the home of the participant.
These interviews were private; the lone exception being when a participant’s high school
aged grandson stopped by and was invited by the participant to listen in. After an
interview schedule was established, it was necessary to travel to fairly remote locations in
North Dakota, Wisconsin, and as far south as Kansas. All participants in this study have
been assigned pseudonyms.
To begin the interviews, the participants were asked to give a history of their
childhood, where they were bom and where they grew up. They were asked about their
elementary, high school, college, and work experiences.
Miskoose
Miskoose was bom and raised on a northern reservation and was the first
participant interviewed. The interview took place in her home. She was very relaxed in
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this setting, offering coffee and a bowl of fruit. We sat at her kitchen table beneath an
R.C. Gorman print, and a print of Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane.
Miskoose is a sixty one year old mother of six children. Both her parents are
Native from the same reservation. She, her three brothers, and two younger sisters were
bom into poverty and lived on what was called a tribal farm. She lived in a small frame
house, with a hide-away couch and fold away beds for the kids. A wood stove provided
the only heat in bitter cold northern plains winters.
Her father had several heads of cattle at a time when there were few jobs on the
reservation and people did whatever they could to survive. He trapped muskrats and sold
them to make a living. One of Miskoose’s jobs as a child was to take the muskrats after
the legs had been cut off, pull the insides out of the rat and put it on a board, up high so
the dogs couldn’t get at them. The family also chopped wood, hauling it to town and
trading it for groceries. They maintained a huge garden, picked berries in season, and
also gathered and sold a type of bark most likely used as a pharmaceutical.
She attended grades one through eight at the reservation Catholic school. By first
grade she knew her numbers up to one hundred, was able to read, and had also learned to
read Latin. She then attended a Catholic boarding school for Natives in a neighboring
state up through her junior year. “A run in with a deranged nun during my junior year,”
says Miskoose, caused her to return to the reservation to complete her senior year.
After graduating from high school, she found she was too young to go on the
government sponsored relocation program. A counselor told her she would never make it
at a university, so she chose to attend a smaller college, close to the reservation, instead
of vocational school.
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A supervisor and mentor however encouraged her to go to school for a degree.
While working as a secretary she was told, “You just have to get a degree. You’re too
damn bossy to be a secretary!” As a long time community volunteer and activist,
Miskoose was involved in the early 70s with starting tribal colleges in the state she
resides in, and most recently worked as the first female administrator of her tribal
community college.
Miskoose has a doctorate in Educational Leadership, and is currently working as a
consultant out of her reservation home. She walks with an air of unintentional grace,
enunciates slowly and deliberately, pausing to think and then speaking with a lyrical
accent. A lifetime of experience in education, working with youth and elders gives her an
aura of wisdom, patience, understanding and internal strength. She is a soft spoken,
gentle individual but is not afraid to demonstrate her ability to be assertive when the
situation warrants. She has a contagious sense of humor, laughs easily and often. She is a
wonderfully engaging storyteller, at times pausing to recount a hilarious story.
Her life experiences have made her the strong and resilient woman she is today.
Shawano
Shawano was bom in a remote village in the northeastern comer of her home
reservation. Shortly after she was bom the family moved to a small two story wood
structure “out in the pasture.” Her father had a good job working for the tribal forestry.
This steady income helped create a very stable home life. Shawano comes from a large
family of eleven kids. “I’m sort of in the middle.”
The family grew a large garden, raised chickens, and picked strawberries,
blueberries, and apples or whatever kind of fruit was available. She grew up in an idyllic
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setting, spending summers at a huge dairy farm owned by an aunt and uncle and
swimming in a nearby river. Both parents were Native. Her father was from a
neighboring tribe, different from her mother’s tribe.
Shawano went to kindergarten through grade eight on her home reservation’s
Catholic school. She then entered a Catholic convent, a girl’s boarding school for her
high school years, taking courses in Latin and Advanced Math. It’s not clear from the
interview why she left the boarding school several months before the end of her senior
year but she ended up graduating from a school a few miles off the reservation.
Her strict parents expected good grades that she easily achieved. “I was always
probably one of the smarter kids, even though I was younger.” Although her parents
couldn’t afford to send Shawano and her siblings to college, there was no question of the
parents’ expectations that their children would graduate from high school.
National legislation disrupted the tribe before she graduated from high school and
the state had set up a program for students. Shawano was informed that she wasn’t smart
enough for nursing school, and was sent to a Technical College while living on a small
monthly stipend. She received a two year Medical Assistant degree.
Wanting to experience the world, she then took a job in a factory assembling
boxes. Following another similar position, Shawano entered the [female religious
community] convent, the order that used to teach on the reservation, saying, “In my mind
it’s a vocation, it’s a calling.”
The sisters operated schools and their own colleges; Shawano was enrolled in
college. At that time the Sisters also operated hospitals and she had a choice to become a
nurse or a teacher. She chose to go into teaching instead of nursing, stating laughingly,
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“Because nurses only got two weeks vacation and teachers got three months!” Eventually
she went on to begin a master’s program but, unhappy over the disparity between the life
the Catholic brothers led as compared to that of the nuns, Shawano left the religious
community before obtaining her degree. Following a job with her tribe, and yet another
stint working as a teacher, she entered a master’s program at a university several states
away, eventually moving there and attending school full time to work on her doctorate in
Educational Leadership—the only member of her family to achieve this degree. While
still in school she was asked by her tribe to return to the reservation and start a tribal
community college, which she did.
Shawano has a calm outward demeanor, and an ability to put you immediately at
ease. She has an infectious, deep laugh, and laughed often during our interview, telling
some extraordinarily funny stories of her experiences. An extremely positive woman, she
has an adventurous heart. She is proactive, intuitive, insightful and thoughtful. An
advocate for the college she leads, Shawano demands the highest academic standards and
expects her institution to provide the best experience for its students. She thinks
creatively and “outside of the box” to provide that experience.
Waawaashkeshi
The third interview took place on a large university campus. Waawaashkeshi’s
small office was crammed with bookcases, books, and papers, Native art, posters, and
baskets. After initial introductions we moved to a larger room with a round table.
At seventy years of age, Waawaashkeshi is the eldest of five children including
two brothers and two sisters. Bom on the reservation she grew up on the banks of a
beautiful river, swimming and playing outside as a child. She came from an area where
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she acquired a love for the land. She was raised poor, in a small log cabin. “It was way
too small for all of us, especially as we got older,” with no electricity, no running water
and, as she loves to tell her modem day students, “No radio, TV or computers!”
Her mother was non-Native and came from the eastern United States. She had
worked as a nurse on another reservation before moving to Waawaashkeshi’s home
reservation, where she met and married Waawaashkeshi’s Native father. While growing
up her father had attended the reservation Catholic boarding school, developing a deep
distrust and dislike of Catholics. He chose not to raise his children in the faith or to send
them to that particular school. “So we were the first Indian kids to go to grade school off
the reservation in the town.” As the only Native in her class she chose to ignore the racist
teasing and taunts leveled at her by non-Native students. Despite the unfriendly
conditions, she came to absolutely love school. She often won Latin spell down contests,
beating out the sons of lawyers, doctors and merchants. As a student who loved academic
studies, Waawaashkeshi can still recite the name of every teacher she had. She was
extremely determined to get an education beyond high school and didn’t need a counselor
to guide her along; she simply planted herself in college track classes.
Following graduation she immediately entered college. During her senior year she
took several courses in Social Work and began checking into graduate school. Asking
about Social Work master programs she was told that the New York School of Social
Work was the best one in the country. “Well, that is a good reason to go!” she said.
Waawaashkeshi has a master's degree in Social Work, and honorary doctorate degrees
from her alma mater and several other universities. Four out of five siblings have college
degrees.
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She worked in an urban area before moving near her home reservation to become
involved in an issue that affects many Native tribes across the United States. Activism
eventually led her to Washington, D.C, and then back to her tribe as the first Native
female tribal chairwoman. Invited to work at her alma mater, she took several leaves of
absence to run for state and national offices, eventually working in D.C for four years.
Waawaashkeshi chose not to allow overt racism and sexism stop her from
accomplishing any of her life goals, although she is well aware of the role these issues
have played in her life. She has a strong, positive perception of who she is that she
attributes to her mother, and is comfortable in her roles regardless of what others may
think, expect or perceive. She has demonstrated the ability to think critically and
creatively. She is a fiercely independent woman who has purposely remained single.
Extremely passionate about her work, her beliefs and values, she is open, reflective,
honest, sincere, and very direct. She has a strong, clipped way of speaking, and often
punctuated a comment with, “I’m very busy!” Her voice drummed in my ears for days
after our interview. Waawaashkeshi is often asked to lecture at local, state and national
conferences and is widely sought to sit on boards—indeed, keeping her very busy. She
has accomplished many “firsts” in her life. “I’ve always been ‘the first and the only’ all
through life. It’s not like I said, oh, I’m going to be the first doing this. I end up being the
first because.. .I’m curious!” Exuding spunk along with lots of energy, she is willing to
assist others through mentorship in any way she can, and indeed, she was very exuberant
over my progress as a doctoral student. “A Native student earning a doctorate! Yahoo!”
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Brave Hearted Woman

I was escorted into a spacious sunny office and greeted warmly by Brave Hearted
Woman. A Navajo rug under protective glass hung on one wall, and a blanket with a
large buffalo design was slung over her chair. We sat at a large round conference table
with the university’s logo framed under glass. She is a sixty three year old college
president. Bom on the banks of a river, with two older brothers, Brave Hearted Woman’s
first home was a small frame house with no running water, electricity, telephone,
television or indoor plumbing. Similar to Miskoose’s experience, she and her two older
brothers slept on a rollaway bed and couch. The family had a fuel oil stove that was
moved outside in the summer. Gas lamps were used and water was carried from a well.
The reservation she grew up on is a very important place to her. “I often tell people that
my roots run very, very deep in that part of the country, so it’s an important part of who I
am.” She returns to her home reservation as often as she can.
She grew up on a ranch that housed horses, pigs and chickens, some grain crops
oats, wheat and alfalfa for feed. Her father was Native; her mother a Norwegian
American from Minnesota who worked as a teacher and later became county
superintendent of schools.
Academically advanced, Brave Hearted Woman took her first and second grade
year together at the same school where her mother taught in a border reservation town.
“Interestingly enough, in [town] I was the only Native student.” Brave Hearted Woman
then chose to attend the larger reservation high school because she saw more
opportunities available for students there. “1 totally loved it,” she says, enjoying English
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and excelling in algebra. At seventeen, she graduated as class valedictorian from high
school.
Belonging as she did to a competitive group of peers, there was no question that
Brave Hearted Woman would go on to college. Financed by a tribal loan/grant program,
she completed a four year teacher’s program, moving to a neighboring state to begin
teaching. Following marriage and another move, including a summer in New York, she
returned to the reservation to teach and entered a master’s program, eventually being
recruited by a university into their doctoral cohort program.
Brave Hearted Woman has worked as a tenured professor at a southwestern
university and is currently president of a plains state university. She is a soft spoken
woman with quiet, calm demeanor but with a tough core. She has a warm, relaxed and
easy going personality. Brave Hearted Woman’s life experiences translate into an aura of
maturity and internal strength. She exudes a strong, positive perception of who she is.
Ogichida Ikwe
The final interview was held in Ogichida Ikwe’s tribal office. Due to the nature of
her work, Ogichida Ikwe’s office door was kept open for potential emergencies and/or
messages and our meeting was interrupted several times so she could take phone calls.
She has her degrees framed on the wall, the last being a doctorate in
Administration, Social Policy and Planning. Underneath these are numerous children’s
drawings and colorings, including one of Disney’s Pocahontas. The Ten Commandments
hang wreathed in pink roses on a poster on the opposite wall. Children’s photos and
several Native-type dolls, one with a beaded visor and jingle dress, fill shelves.
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At sixty one years old, Ogichida Ikwe is the eldest of eight children. A baby sister
died at birth. She has three brothers and three sisters. As the first bom she says, “I carried
a lot of responsibility, my mother was very young when I was bom.” Her mother is full
blooded Native; her father was Norwegian American. She grew up looking visibly
Native and said she doesn’t connect to her Scandinavian heritage.
She grew up on or near the reservation. Her first home was a one room house with
no electricity or indoor plumbing, and water had to be carried from a quarter mile away.
Ogichida Ikwe was raised in extreme poverty, living off the land without an adequate
home, food or clothing but, she says, “We always had our parents who would never leave
us and loved us and took care of us and gave us what they had.”
Because of her father’s work in the woods the family was often itinerant, moving
to follow his employment and returning to their permanent location as each job ended.
This meant being constantly uprooted from school. In the fall they would harvest wild
rice or work in the potato fields. “So we’d work out there for maybe three weeks, and
then maybe the first or second week in October we would start school.” The arrangement
caused her and her siblings to start school behind in academics. Attending an off
reservation school as the only Native students, the children experienced prejudice from
non-Native students and teachers.

.. What helped us a great deal was that.. .my sisters

and my brothers, they were smart.. .that way they could never call us dumb.”
Ogichida Ikwe left her family around twelve years of age to go out west to stay
with a non-Native aunt and to attend a parochial school. She wanted to become a doctor
and living with her aunt afforded the ways and means to achieve this goal. The aunt,
however, “did her best to take the Indian out of me.” This attempt to assimilate the girl
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went against the teachings of her Native grandmother. Extremely lonesome, Ogichida
Ikwe eventually returned to the reservation, having lived with her aunt for about three
years. When she graduated high school the Bureau of Indian Affairs took the seniors on a
tour of trade schools, no colleges. She was told she “wasn’t material to go to college;
that I should.. .go to these places of beauty schools and secretarial schools.”
Married and with a baby, Ogichida Ikwe and her husband signed up for the
Bureau of Indian Affairs relocation program, moving to a large urban area. After
struggling financially for many months in the large city, they returned home to the
reservation where they began working in the newly created War on Poverty programs.
She clipped out an article from a newspaper that announced a college not too far away
“was recruiting American Indians, blacks, Hispanics, minorities.” She convinced her
husband and family members to join the program. Four years later, Ogichida Ikwe
graduated with honors. While her husband finished his last year in college, she earned her
master’s degree. They returned home to the reservation to begin teaching. After applying
for and receiving a Bush Fellowship, Ogichida Ikwe was encouraged by her mentor to
apply to an Ivy League college for her doctorate. She applied late, and after an anxious
wait, got the call informing her that she was accepted and happily headed to the East
coast.
After finishing all but her dissertation (ABD), Ogichida Ikwe returned to her
home reservation. The tribe was in turmoil at that time and she was immediately recruited
by the community to be a spokesperson. Ogichida Ikwe and her supporters eventually
ferreted out the corruption—after landing in jail three times. She went on to be elected to
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a tribal office, and then to her current post as the first Native female tribal chairwoman in
the tribe’s history.
Ogichida Ikwe is soft spoken, deeply reflective, modest and gentle with an iron
will of determination. Her life has not been without trauma and, tragically, less than ten
years ago, she lost her husband, her best friend who was totally devoted to her.
When Ogichida Ikwe speaks it is easy to see why she has attained her position as
leader of a sovereign nation. During her campaign she pledged to be the hardest working,
the most fair minded, and the most honest tribal leader the reservation had ever known.
Listening to her speak, it quickly becomes obvious that Ogichida Ikwe is deeply devoted
to improving the lives of her tribal members. She is quick witted, creative and extremely
intelligent with a clear sense of purpose and direction. She presents herself as having the
ability and drives to accomplish goals that she has set both personally and professionally.
She is truly a visionary leader.
Summary
The participants have several things in common. All were over sixty years of age.
All are enrolled members of a federally recognized tribe and strongly connected to their
tribal communities, culture and traditions, whether currently living on the reservation or
living in a city. All had experiences of going to school and working off the reservation.
They were all financially supported in college in some manner by their tribe. One was
married, one divorced, one widowed, and two were single.
These interviews were relatively informal yet at the same time structured. The
participants were at times surprised at how much they remembered. None became
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emotional during the interview, even while recalling painful childhood memories of
poverty or racist teasing by non-Native schoolmates.
Chapter I provided the reader with an introduction to the historical background of
Native female roles in general, followed by discussion of the significance of and need for
the present study.
Chapter II gave a description of the methodology used in this study, and included
discussion of the fundamentals of qualitative research and a rationale for choosing
qualitative research for this study. The method for selecting the participants, setting up
the interviews, the interview questions, and the protocol for inductive data analysis and
report of findings were described as well.
Chapter III provided a narrative description of the participants and their individual
backgrounds, placing their experiences in context with those of Natives as a whole. This
information allowed the reader to better understand the participants and the personal
experiences they bring to this research.
Chapter IV contains the findings of the study. Six themes that emerged from
participant interviews are presented along with supporting evidence in the form of
quotations from the interviews.
Chapter V presents the discussion of the literature in reference to the themes.
Chapter VI presents an overview of the themes of the study, with conclusions,
discussion and suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER IV
THEMES AND SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
The purpose of this qualitative interview study was to discover patterns in the
relationships of Native female leaders and Native cultural norms. This study explored the
path that current Native female leaders walked leading them to positions of leadership.
This study will address the various issues faced by Native women working toward
professional goals that demand a balance of traditional and contemporary leadership
strengths and roles. It will focus on the experiences, perceptions, beliefs and meaning of
the women interviewed. This study was performed to give a voice to five of today’s
Native female leaders.
Introduction
This chapter identifies and provides supporting evidence for the six themes that
emerged from data collected through in-depth interviews with each participant.
Supporting evidence is provided by participants’ quotes. From analysis of data the
following themes and their identifying codes emerged:
Theme One: The Native female leaders in this study experienced early poverty.
Theme Two: The Native female leaders in this study had strong survival skills that
contributed to successful academic and career experiences.
a. The Native female leaders were academically strong;
b. The Native female leaders exhibited self-esteem and resiliency;
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c. The Native female leaders overcame experiences of racism;
d. Native female leaders in this study were able to reject alcohol as a problem in their
personal lives.
Theme Three: The Native female leaders in this study described a support network of
family and other mentors.
Theme Four: The Native female leaders in this study expressed the belief that tribal
culture and spirituality are important.
Theme Five: The Native female leaders in this study experienced both male gender bias
and female sabotaging, some of which occurred in tribal political contexts.
Theme Six: The Native females in this study had off reservation education and career
experiences.
Theme One and Supporting Evidence
The Native Female Leaders in this Study Experienced Early Poverty.
Poverty
All participants were living in their youth on reservations at a time of severe
poverty for Natives across the United States. All participants were over the age of sixty
and would have been born in the 1930s to 1940s.
Miskoose
Miskoose was bom on the reservation in a Bureau of Indian Affairs hospital that
has since been tom down and rebuilt. As have many Natives across the United States,
she has lived on the reservation most of her life except for the times she went to school,
or during a few years of employment off the reservation. To support the family her father
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hunted and trapped muskrats, selling them to make a living. Regarding these early years
she remembers:
We pretty much lived o ff the land you might say. My dad did some trapping,
trapped muskrats, sold them to make a living; he chopped wood and brought it to
the store in (town) and traded for groceries. We had a few pigs, chickens and
cows, so we raised our own meat.... He walked the trap line twice a day probably.
And he did all kinds, h e ’d hunt; he hunted a lot o f ducks and rabbits. We ate a lot
o f rabbits.
Housing in this community was usually a log cabin but Miskoose was raised in an
old two story house. The house was cold in the bitter northern plains winters and
Miskoose told a story of several orphaned baby pigs her father kept by the stove in the
winter that ended up freezing to death inside the house. She says:
We couldn 7 live in the upstairs during the winter time, the top floor. We would
stay, sleep up there in the summer, but in the winter time it wasn 7 insulated or
anything, so it was really cold up there. We would, my mother would make
blankets in the summer. And the blankets, she would line with old coats that she
would get from the bundles, and then she pulled this yarn through and tied them
together. And those blankets probably weighedfifty pounds! We burnt wood in
our kitchen, and people just got up at night and threw more wood in the fire... and
I mean our houses were not warm.... We had no electricity where we were living
out in the boonies.
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Shawano
Shawano was also born on a northern reservation. Of her home she says, “I was
bom in the very remote village of [town] which is way up on the northeastern comer of
the reservation. It was a two story wood structure.” The family's first house, a three
bedroom wood frame, had no running water or electricity. The family moved shortly after
she was bom to a home that had running water and electricity, but no indoor plumbing.
When Shawano was around twelve years old, indoor plumbing was made available to the
home. Shawano feels her family “was a little bit better off than others,” and attributes that
to the fact that she had two parents “who provided well—they didn’t drink a lot.” Her
father “was a hard worker, had a steady job.” The family had a garden and root cellar that
was well stocked. In the summer they picked apples and berries. Shawano’s mother
raised chickens, providing the family with “a nice chicken dinner twice a week.”
Waawaashkeshi
Waawaashkeshi spent her first six years on the reservation. The next six years she
lived in a larger town off the reservation. “Then we moved back after World War II.”
Wawashkeshi grew up in a log cabin, “no water, no electricity. My mother thought it
was quaint. She had some money, so the log cabin was built. It was a small log cabin. I
have—it was too small for all of us, especially as we got older.. .so I grew up on the
reservation. We didn’t have a radio, no television, no computers.”
Brave Hearted Woman
Brave Hearted Woman was bom in a Bureau of Indian Affairs hospital on a
reservation. She said, “My first home.. .was a small house, frame house, with no running
water, no electricity, no telephone; three rooms: a kitchen, a bedroom and a living room.”
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Her family had a gas stove that was moved outside in the summer. She studied by
gas lamps that “had those mantles in it. It would light up and glow and you couldn’t
touch them because they would just disintegrate and fall apart.” With no running water or
indoor plumbing in the house, she states:
Yeah, that was, you know, going outside to go to the toilet during the winter was
awful! You know, carry water from a well. Heated water to wash clothes ...didn ‘t
have television, o f course; we had a radio, a battery radio.
Ogichida Ikwe
Ogichida Ikwe grew up on and near the reservation and has lived there all her life,
except for attendance at an eastern college and a short stint on relocation to a large urban
area. Her family lived in a home with only one room, no electricity, no running water and
no indoor plumbing. “We didn’t even have water on the place so we’d haul water a
quarter mile.” Although she spent her childhood in poverty Ogichida Ikwe was raised in
very loving family. She explains:
We were...very, very poor, economically poor and living off...the land. And so we
were very, very poor, however we was always very, very rich in love and knowing
that, knowing what we didn't have, we didn't have clothes and food and a home,
adequate home or house to live in, we always had our parents who would never
leave us and love us and took care o f us and gave us what they had, so, I think o f
my childhood and how much in need we were, I have mixed feelings about that, I
would, most o f my life I don’t have any regrets...but my childhood was very, very
needy and I would not want to live through that again.
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Theme Two and Supporting Evidence
The Native Female Leaders in this Study had Strong Survival Skills that contributed to
Successful Academic and Career Experience.
a. The Native female leaders were academically strong;
b. The Native female leaders exhibited self-esteem and resiliency;
c. The Native female leaders overcame experiences of racism;
d. Native female leaders in this study were able to reject alcohol as a problem in their
personal lives.
The Native female leaders were academically strong.
Miskoose
Miskoose began her schooling at the Catholic school on the reservation. “It meant
that we walked a mile to get to the bus station and walked a mile home at night.”
Because the priest didn’t want to heat the building during the winter she went to school
from Easter Monday until Christmas and students graduated at Christmas time.
Miskoose’s first school was held at her home. “We played; we didn’t have any kind of
toys.. .but my older brothers wanted to be school teachers, and so they taught us our
ABCs, how to write our numbers, and our names and whatever.”
From this early education she started school ahead of the other students in her
first grade class. She states, “I could write my numbers to a hundred, I could read, I knew
all my ABCs, I could write my name.” She also used prayer books to learn how to read
saying, “In fact I even learned to read Latin at some point.. .1 was able to read Latin as
well as I could read English.” When it comes to academics she stated, “I like to do it
right.. .1 did pretty good.”
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Shawano
Shawano describes herself as being tall and skinny in her youth and went to
school at an early age. She explains:
I suppose my mother having a lot o f kids at home, figured it was a good idea, and
the nuns didn 't mind to take me early. I was probably one o f the smarter kids,
even though I was younger. Well, I went K-8 in [town] with the nuns and the
priest, and I had a good, enjoyable educational experience there. I liked going to
school.
Her parents were fairly strict, requiring her and her siblings to get good grades:
“They didn’t want to see F’s or D’s on our report cards, they made sure we did our
homework.”
Waawaashkeshi
Waawaashkeshi was most vocal about her feelings towards school. Academically
she always did well. “So, I’m accustomed to succeeding. I expect to succeed.” She had
such enjoyable and positive school experiences that she could still name every one of her
teachers. She says,
1 love school! I still love school! I f I were able to just go to school I would
probably spend most o f my time in school. I was a good student, a good reader, a
good speller. I liked my teacher, I liked my studies. I received a good education
and I received good grades.
Waawaashkesi even asked if she could read the whole shelf of books the class
would study before school started, and spent summers doing just that. “I loved my books;
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I took every single book home from grade six on, every night.. .to me it was interesting
and exciting and I still feel this way.”
Her senior year in high was an exceptionally memorable year for her. She recalls:
My senior year was a really stellar year. I was editor o f the annual. 1 did debate
and I did Oratory. I went to contests; I won awards fo r my speaking ability. I won
academic honors. I went to [school sponsored program]. The faculty, the white
faculty selected me to represent the school. Oh, when I was a senior— well I knew
that I was going to college, and it was really easy to get good grades ...I got
excellent grades. We used to have Latin spell downs...and so I loved words.
Brave Hearted Woman
Brave Hearted Woman’s mother was a teacher and it was decided that she had
advanced enough to skip a grade. “So I took my first and second grade years together.”
She said, “I was a good student. I liked school.”
While attending a small school just off the reservation she recognized advantages
that attending the larger reservation high school would allow and so she transferred
schools. The move was a positive one for her and she found herself, she says, “totally
loving high school.” Brave Hearted Woman explains:
That year there must have been some sort o f special programming money as I
think back, because they expanded their curriculum to be more science oriented.
And because I was a fairly good student, I along with several other o f my peers
were selected and we were told that we would be taking these classes, no choices
must, you 're going to be taking Chemistry, physics, science based courses. I did
really well in algebra.
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Ogichida Ikwe
Ogichida Ikwe stated enthusiastically, “Oh I loved school, I loved school!” Her
earliest school experience was in a country school. She states:
[It was] a one room school house and I was the only one in my grade fo r six
years. So I was able to...it was truly individualized. I was able to work as fast as I
wanted and get through my materials, my lessons...all my teacher would do is
come to my desk and teach me...to read, and then when I finished my work and
when I got older I was able to help her with the rest o f the students. So it was
good, it was a good experience...because I was alone but then I was able... to
mentor and...help her teach the other students.
She originally had a goal of becoming a pediatrician, “I did well, I did well
because [the] focus in those schools.. .were academics, reading and writing and spelling
and maybe some science.”
She had further encouragement from her father’s sister. “My auntie...was
wonderful because she rewarded us. For every ‘A’ we received on our report card she
would send us a dollar; we worked very hard.. .a dollar was a lot of money. I got A’s in
all my work, I worked hard.”
At one point during her high school years, however, Ogichida Ikwe nearly gave
up on school. The family was traveling often due to the nature of her father’s
employment. During her junior year in high school, the family moved five times and she
transferred to five different high schools. As Ogichida Ikwe faced the prospect of
enrolling in the fifth school in late spring she knew she was far behind the students
academically. She chose to quit and stay home the last two months of school. She said,
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“A lot of teachers didn’t take interest; administrators didn’t take interest.. .we were just
ignored and could stay home, so my brothers and sister.. .when we would move, they
would often just stay home.” During this time Ogichida Ikwe said she was “very, very
miserable. I was just very, very miserable. So it was a depressing time, I felt that all my
dreams were all kind of vanishing away.. .what I wanted to do was looking very, very
impossible to do, and hopeless.”
Ogichida Ikwe asked if she could go live with her mother’s cousin in a nearby
town, and her mother agreed. She explains:
So I lived with her, I started school after Ifinished harvesting wild rice, ‘cause
that’s how we earned our school clothes. In the 11th grade I worked hard in
school...I went off and tried to do my homework before, because we only had
kerosene lamps where we lived and sometimes I tried to do my homework when it
was still daylight.
The Native Female Leaders Exhibited Self-esteem and Resiliency.
Miskoose
I liked to have fun. I must have gotten on everybody's nerves. I was just that kind
o f kid. I was kind o f a gangly kid, real skinny. And mouthy, always up to
something. Oh! I was punished constantly. You know you see these little kids that
are all so spirited, and they get themselves in trouble. And they look at somebody
through the corner o f their eye and they 're giggling going out the door; that was
me. I never took it personally; I ’d just go on my merry way and take my
punishment—if I had done something. There were times you'd get punished in
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those places (boarding schools) and you didn’t deserve it. And then I'd rant and
rave. They knew about it if I was punished for nothing.
She also confronted in class a priest who made a racist, stereotypical comment
about Natives and drinking. She ended up as a speaker for the Chamber of Commerce in
the priest’s off reservation town. Miskoose refused to be a victim of racism and when
passed over for a chance to live in government housing because she was Native, went
directly to the administrative officer, telling him, “You’re not going to get away with this,
I don’t care. I’ll call the area director.” She got the house.
I was always outspoken, I didn 7 care what I did. I f I thought I was doing
something right I just went ahead and did it. I could be as mouthy as any o f them.
So I wasn 7 afraid to take on a supervisor i f I had to.
A determined and focused student, Miskoose tells the story of a friend knocking
on her campus door. “I just saw your little girl get put in the cop car down at the pool.”
“’Oh man,’ I said. ‘Okay!’ So I ran back to my computer and started typing. All of a
sudden I thought, my daughter’s in a cop car, and I (go running) back to the computer!”
Shawano
Shawano says she was pretty much always a leader, even though she was younger
than many of her classmates in school. She had a lot of friends. In school it was expected
that she study and get her work done. “No i f s, and’s, or hut’s—but I think learning those
lessons are what got me through school.”
Disagreements with teachers didn’t stop her from excelling academically, or from
behaving as she should. “If they didn’t like you it was no big deal. You only saw them for
an hour maybe every other day or something. And so, you just kept your nose clean,
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watched your maimers, and you made sure you turned in your work and to hell with the
rest of it.”
She states, “I think my parents raised us always to be confident. So yes, I was
confident in my abilities.” One example of this confidence and of her creativity came
during the time she was in Washington, D.C., working on an issue critical to her tribe.
Shawano suddenly found herself having to attend a meeting, alone, at the Office of
Management and Budget. She explains:
So I thought what would be the easiest way to do that, that would just knock them
out. And so I went back to the Seminary where I was living and I put on my habit,
we had a black habit, so I changed and put on my habit. Caught a cab. I walked
into OMB and I went to the receptionist and said I got an appointment with these
two guys. Here is my card. Went in and those guys almost dropped their teeth
when a nun walked in.
Waawaashkeshi
Waawaashkeshi developed a strong self-confident personality early on:
I was always raising my hand talking up when I was asked. The kids, the students
there (off-reservation school), they were a little surprised that I seemed to be so
smart, that I wasn ’t a dumb-dumb. I ’m not a person who needs help. Iam strong
minded. I observe things. So, I always asked stuff. I never was sitting around
being a dumb-dumb.
Her skills for observing life around her helped make other decisions as to how she
would lead her life:
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I also decided early in life I do not want to spend all o f my time hauling water,
washing clothes, scrubbing the house, all these what I called dumb-dumb
domestic tasks that women get talked into when they agree to the sweet nothings
that most men whisper in their ears. I thunk! Right! I decided I did not want to be
the domestic servant that most women are. That was a good lesson I learned
early in life. O f course, it never occurred to me that you could marry a rich man
and that might change.
Wawashkeshi will readily say that she was never a wallflower, “You know,
stumbling around, waiting for permission. I look at people with respect and dignity and
straight in the eye.” She has strong opinions on how women are viewed:
I think people have this mistaken idea about women too, that you are supposed to
be weak, submissive, you know and what’s that other word—passive. Well, hello,
I'm not. I like myself. I like when I give my speeches, I like to tell people that I ’m
an uppity woman. I say that to make up fo r the millions who wouldn ’t or
couldn "t. I ’m not wandering around in life waiting to be a victim the way many
women are, no matter what their ethnicity is.
In her undergraduate years Waawaashkeshi went directly to the dean’s offices
when seeking out changes in her academic program, something that was unheard of for
students in her generation and shocked her house mother. “They are always afraid of
people in authority, which I’m not. I’m accustomed to succeeding. I expect to succeed.”
At twenty one years of age she set out for graduate school at a prestigious East
coast school. She asked questions about where the best school in her field of interest
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was, proceeded to apply and was accepted. Her determination to get an education beyond
high school often led her to being the first Native female in subsequent roles. She says:
I ’ve always been the first and the only all through life. I t ’s not like I said, Oh, I ’m
going to be the first doing this. I end up being the first because...I’m curious, I
like school, it’s such a contrast to see today, everybody's got to have a support
group, they have to have a counselor. You don’t need all that stuff! I f you really
want it, you get in there and DO IT, whatever IT is. We don’t have enough people
that exert themselves and apply themselves. They give up too easily, so I have
great admiration for some o f our tribal leaders way back when.
When asked if she realized that she was the first Native female to attain these
posts she stated, “No, I just knew that there were only a few people, but, the magnitude of
it didn’t really hit me. I mean.. .my mother would say, never mind what the rest are
doing.”
Brave Hearted Woman
Brave Hearted Woman states that her Native identity was very important. “They
(students) knew I was—exactly who I was. I knew exactly who I was as a Native, as a
kind of multicultural person. I grew up with that healthy identity of knowing exactly who
I was, where I came from.”
She entered college with good self-esteem. Having been a part of an academically
competitive class, she graduated as class valedictorian. In strong contrast to
Waawaashkeshi’s open attitude, Brave Hearted Woman said, “I was always intimidated
and very respectful of administrators. I was pretty shy.”
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She doesn’t believe she has ever overcome that shyness. “I don’t [think] that I
ever have. I’m still basically a shy person who’s just had to learn to meet the challenge in
whatever way I must. I used to always apologize for it [shyness]. And I’ve come to a
point where I just don’t; I don’t apologize any more.”
Brave Hearted Woman’s leadership style is collaborative. She explains:
And I think that my style has served me well. Maybe people have had to listen a
little bit harder, or deeper ...I’m not the bang on the table type ofperson, except
that I can get angry, and I can probably scare the heck out o f the other person,
but Ijust, that ’s truly not happened very many times in my life. I don 7 always
need to be the voice in the room. I don 7 always have to be up at the front. I don 7
always have to be the leader.
She mentions the Imposter Syndrome, explaining:
The Imposter Syndrome has to do with [having] confidence in yourself. And so,
you, the Imposter Syndrome says essentially, that I ’m really not—they ’re going to
find out that I don 7 really know what I'm doing here and who do I think I am, and
they ’re going to find out that I don 7 really know what I ’m doing here, even
though you know what you ’re doing.
Brave Hearted Woman says she has felt that way a lot of times:
I ’ve kind o f had to deal with that this whole confidence issue. I've gained the
confidence o f being able to do the things I need to do, but it was hard because I'm
very much comfortable not being in the spot light...and I have to be able to
discern times when I need to be up there, or when somebody else can be up there.
And I think I ’ve figured that out and done that pretty well.
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Ogichida Ikwe
Due to her childhood experiences of poverty, Ogichida Ikwe developed a strong
will at an early age. She had seen her younger brother suffer from recurring ear
infections, eventually losing hearing in one ear, and had decided that she would become a
pediatrician. To do so she needed to get an excellent education, however her family was
constantly moving so that her father could secure work and the disruption in schooling
was taking its toll. An aunt offered to fund her studies out West. Speaking of her decision
to go live with her aunt she stated:
I ’m a strong...even at the age [12 years old] I ’m strong willed, if I say I ’m going
to do something, I do it. I was determined to go and I knew I would be lonesome. I
didn 't want to leave my family but I had already made up my mind.
That determination carried over to her college work:
I had to work very hard because I didn’t have the science background. I told my
husband that for us to get through, we just have to work hard...we have to run
twice as fast, twice as far, than anyone else has to.
Personality-wise, Ogichida Ikwe knew how to speak up and go to places where
she knew people would help her. She said:
I ’m reserved, but I do what needs to be done. I ’m not afraid to go and approach
anyone or anything if there is a need to do so. I just, I ’m not—socially, I ’m not
outgoing, but I ’m a very proactive person, I do what needs to be done.
Part of doing what needed to be done required traveling solo to her state’s
legislature to testily for continued funding for the reservation school she was working in.
The funding was continued. Several years of her life were taken up in rooting out tribal
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fraud. Ogichida Ikwe and her supporters spent several stints in jail, sent there by tribal
council members she was protesting against. In the struggle to take over the tribal office,
threats of spending years in jail didn’t deter her. “I’ll rot in jail! I’m not coming out!”
In the end Ogichida Ikwe and her supporters were vindicated, tribal leaders were
indicted and she went on to run for and win a position on the tribal council. She
subsequently lost her bid for re-election. Devastated, feeling she let her supporters down,
she stated, “I don’t like to lose. I don’t do anything to lose.”
Ogichida Ikwe eventually ran for tribal chairwoman and won the election:
I didn’t mess around. I f I say I ’m going to do it, I ’m going to do it.
And I pledged to be the hardest working, the most fair minded, the most honest
tribal leader this reservation has ever known. I ’m a consensus builder. I ’m a firm
believer that those who are affected by decisions should be a part o f the decision
making process. That’s my style. I think I ’m tough. I think with the outside people
I ’m fair, but...no one’s ever going to walk over the tribe.
Yes I have a lot o f responsibility and I work all the time. Which is been the story
o f my live, I ’ve worked all the time...when I ’m done I want to leave a good legacy
o f what good leadership is about, good leadership is integrity, good leadership is
honesty, good leadership is justice, good leadership is fairness, good leadership is
courage. I want to leave a legacy o f that and for the work that I ’ve done.
Native female leaders in this study overcame experiences o f racism.
All participants of this study have experienced incidences of racism at some point
in their lives. They grew up in an era that did not value higher education for Native
students and many counselors channeled them into vocational schools.
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Miskoose
Miskoose did well in school but on college entrance exams she scored low. “Well,
my scores were so low, we had to take, I think it was already the ACT, my scores were so
low that they [counselors] said you’ll never make it at a university.” She did go on to
receive a degree in Secretarial Science at a college; her path eventually led to the
university and a doctoral degree in Education.
Her previously feisty personality came out when she was in a college class and a
priest stood up and made statements about drunken Natives on the street of his off
reservation town. Miskoose also rose and spoke about the issue, and ended up as a guest
speaker at the town’s Chamber of Commerce meeting.
Shawano
In spite of her excellent educational background, Shawano was also initially
discouraged from entering the profession she aspired to. “And so I went to see them
(counselors) about going to Nursing School, and the guy said to me ‘you aren’t smart
enough; we’ll let you go to [technical college] and go into Medical Assistant; take it or
leave it.’”
Waawaashkeshi
Waawaashkeshi and her siblings were the first Native kids to go to grade school
off the reservation. When asked about her experiences of racial discrimination at school
Waawaashkeshi stated:
Oh yeah, there were some neighborhood kids that would fight my brother and me
a couple times in [town] and beat us up. But we got mad, so occasionally we
would find them and beat them up. We were the only Indian kids in the
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elementary school at that time. It was kind o f a curiosity that we were there. I
didn 't know it then, but there was a lot o f racism in these border towns. I didn't
really fit in but I didn't care because I liked my teacher, I liked my studies.
She comments about a job she had as a social worker in a school located in a large
metropolis, a job she eventually resigned from:
There were mostly poor whites, some poor blacks, and maybe a few Indians. I
was always getting—I feel was being undercut by the clerks and the
administration in the office. I wouldn ’t get my messages. Ifelt the attitudes o f
the... teachers to the people in the neighborhood.
Waawaashkeshi ran for political office in her state. During the campaign she
needed to go into non-Native towns. Knocking on doors, she said, “They’d be looking at
me because I knew that in many areas in [town] they’d be prejudiced against Indians.”
Waawaashkeshi came close to winning several elections. Her path eventually led
to a high profile position in government. She further explained her experience there when
asked about racial discrimination:
All the ism ’s—racism, ageism, sexism, classism, elitism, they were in full
operation against me. Oh! So no matter how high you go in this society if you are
a person o f color I feel they usually try...to put [you] in a box. I ’m not saying
everybody, but in general, okay. Ifeel that I was the last one there; Indians are on
nobody's list. We are inconsequential in the bigger agendas o f them.
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Brave Hearted Woman
Brave Hearted Woman, when asked if she ever felt discrimination, said, “Not
really, not any kind of overt stuff, but as I thought back later on in my life it was, there
was subtle kinds of things.” She further states:
I didn 't really experience any overt kinds o f discrimination. Everybody knew I
was different. They just accepted it. I was darker than everyone. But then there
were a lot o f dark Germans living around there too, so it wasn’t that much
different. Interestingly in [town] I was the only Native, only Indian student.
Ogichida Ikwe
Ogichida Ikwe experienced virulent racism as a child:
Our family were the only Indians and that was very painful...we were teased and
treated badly. Even by the teachers. Because then it was, it was predominantly
non-Indian, run by a non-Indian school board, and the teacher, the teachers paid
attention to those school board members and so... their children teased us, and I
don’t think we ever went to school one day without being teased, or being called
‘Indian. ’
As soon as they got off the bus, there would be fights between Whites and Natives
right away. “We’d have to stay out, wait outside the school building before it opened.”
Ogichida Ikwe and her siblings were called savages, drunkards, and dirty. “So, my
mother would go to school and.. .stood up for us but I didn’t, it didn’t really make a
difference.” She told a story of an announcement made for those wanting to go out for
football. Her future husband stayed after school for practice, but the bus dropped the
Indian students off back at the school and they were stranded with no way to get back to
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the reservation except to hitchhike. This practice effectively kept Native students out of
the school’s sports program.
As noted previously, Ogichida Ikwe was determined to become a doctor and her
non-Native aunt offered to help her. She had to move out to the west coast to live with
the aunt. She had this to say about the experience:
She did her best to take the Indian out o f me. She’d take me to the big department
stores, and ...bought me nice clothes, but she 'd always, it always came with a
comment, ‘You ’re not the Indian here...you ’re going to be like the rest o f the
children. 'And so... that always hurt me. Because 1 didn 't look like the rest o f the
children, the rest o f the students. I always felt that the Indian part o f me was, was
who I was, was good. I was always told that by my grandmother ...I was chosen,
you know, we were special people. Creator loves us, and we ’re special and we 're
good.
As had previous participants, Ogichida Ikwe told her counselors she wanted to go
to college. “And they’d told me I wasn’t material to go to college—that I should, you
know, go to these places of, beauty schools and secretarial schools. And told me that my
grades were not good enough to go to college.” Following relocation and training,
Ogichida Ikwe went on to a four year teacher program at a nearby university and
eventually graduated from an east coast Ivy League college with a doctoral degree.
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Native female leaders in this study were able to reject alcohol as a problem in their
personal lives.
Miskoose
Miskoose had a couple of male relatives who loved to drink but her mother kept
them away from the home when they were not sober. “I don’t remember ever being
embarrassed by my relatives when they drank and I don’t remember not loving them
because they were considered drunks. I accepted them the way they were.” As far as how
alcohol affected her life personally, she says:
I don’t think I ever drank more than the average kid o f my time. After I was
married for a while, I did drink on weekends. My husband [name] did not allow
us to drink at home which probably kept us from developing a drinking habit. We
did the week-end party thing like lots o f our friends, but we didn't miss work
because o f drinking.
Shawano
Shawano admits she liked to party when she was younger and living on her own
in a large city:
I purposely took the night shift, because I like sleeping during the day. I ’m a night
owl anyway. So we would go to work and then we would have our parties and go
out and celebrate or do whatever young people did, and then go home and sleep,
get up and go to it. I enjoyed it. I thought it was fun. I enjoyed the people I met
there.
Now she gives advice to younger relatives:
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I told my niece the other day; she said she was at this party. I said, my rule is, I
will have two drinks, after that no more. My excuse is I got to go to my room; I
got this to read; I got this to write. I said you don't sit and drink with people [at
conferences].
Waawaashkeshi
Waawaashkeshi witnessed relatives that had problems with alcohol when she was
young. When asked if she ever partied she stated:
Nope. It all seemed so stupid to me. I saw adults, my father’s relatives would
come, my aunts and uncles, they would come to our house from time to time and
they would be drinking and I was a little kid and I was aghast when I was this
little kid looking at my aunts and uncles ...stumbling around and falling down and
swearing and fighting. I asked my mother What is wrong with aunt and uncle. She
didn ’t put them down, she said, they ’re drinking. I said why are they drinking?
They are acting so stupid!
Her father was a problem drinker, and witnessing this strengthened
Waawaashkeshi’s resolve not to drink:
My father drank and he had problems with alcohol. It was never a temptation for
me. I just thought it was very bad thing to do, since I had seen it, I did not need to
do it. Plus my mother didn’t drink. To his dying day he (father) wanted to drink.
So he really got addicted.
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Brave Hearted Woman
Brave Hearted Woman felt that drinking was never a problem in her life. “No, I
did what was the norm. There was some.. .but it never affected our ability to go to school,
be a good student; we never got in trouble.”
Asked if she saw drinking growing up, Brave Hearted Woman said:
Well none o f us really did, I mean, my peer group. I think there was drinking
going on. My dad drank. He drank some, often. I don't know i f he was an
alcoholic or not. I don’t think so. Although my mother hated it, so I did hear
arguments. I did hear, you know, them arguing over his drinking. But... when I
was a freshman in college, he just quit drinking... and he never took another drink
again.
Ogichida Ikwe
Ogichida Ikwe was raised in a family that did not drink at all. She explains:
No, my family, mine was a totally temperate family that frowned on alcohol.
That’s not good either because four o f the seven o f us, my sisters and brothers are
alcoholics, so I have a lot o f empathy for those who are afflicted with alcoholism.
It s a feeling disease, how you feel. Oh, my grandparents never drank. I wasn't
aware o f any alcoholism.
Theme Three and Supporting Evidence
The Native Female Leaders in this Study described a Support Network that included
Family and other Mentors.
Miskoose
Miskoose’s first mentor was a female supervisor:
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My mentor, my real, real life mentor was [name], I came in as the secretary.
About a month into it, she pulls me aside and says, [name], you gotta get a
degree. You just have to get a degree. You ’re too damn bossy to be a secretary.
Her mentor encouraged her to attend classes at a nearby college. Miskoose
eventually earned a four year degree. From her mentor’s leadership style, she learned:
She did things; she would just take these people on. She started to mentor me, is
what I was trying to say. She would send me to meetings because she knew I
wasn’t afraid to say anything to anybody. And this one time, and then she wanted
me to get more education. She was the first woman superintendent. ... When they
were going to pass over her for that job, she just marched right in there and she
said, ‘listen, who is better qualifiedfor thatjob than me?' She was just a gogetter, a real go-getter.
Miskoose also had a male mentor:
Who probably taught me more than anyone would be [name]. He was president o f
the college and I got the opportunity ...to work with him and I think he was a
genius. He was just so good. He was good to people, he was fair, he wanted to
make sure that we lived up to the mission o f that college and he made people do
what they were supposed to do. I like people that like to work hard and [he] was a
hard, hard worker.
She spoke of her mother as a typical woman of her tribe:
She was strong and ruled the roost. When mom told you to do something, you did
it. She was a good teacher. She helped me to learn to speakfo r myself. I
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remember when I wanted to go to college she would drive me to the door to see
the counselor at the school or the BIA education people.
The three participants who were married during their years in school all had
supportive husbands. About her husband, Miskoose states:
Oh, yes. He was really supportive o f me. H e ’d do all the cooking. I would get
home nine-thirty at night...the kids were already bathed and ready fo r bed and
he'd have everything done. When we would go down the road he never objected
that I would sit there with a book. Our agreement when he went to school was
that when he got his degree, he would do it for me. So, we kind o f had a bargain.
Shawano
Shawano went to Catholic schools and her mentors were nuns. Speaking of one
religious sister, she says:
She was just the nicest, kindest person. ...They ran a high school and college...in
high school I had a lot o f Ph.D.s [as teachers], because they were also college
professors. So I had [name], she was just superb. She kept prodding me,
saying...you can do it. She just expected it o f me and demanded it o f me. She
didn't cut me any slack. But she always did it in such a kindly way.
Asked if she viewed her mother as a mentor, Shawano stated, “My mother was
fabulous! Absolutely.” Her mother was deeply involved in tribal politics during a time of
great upheaval for the tribe and she instilled that sense of loyalty to the tribe in Shawano:
My mother was always, for whatever reason, she didn't have that kind o f an
education, but, the strong thing that came out in her was caring for tribal
members, caring about the tribe. Everyone in my family picked up on it. [I]
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caught that value for whatever reason. You were responsible, and you were to
care about your tribe. And my dad supported her in her tribal politics. He would
stay home with the kids. I had a wonderfulfather too. Every kid should have a dad
like my dad. When she would go to tribal council, she always took [sister] and
me. I remember being five years old and sitting at tribal council on those hard
metal chairs, and my mother would say, now you just sit here and be quiet. And
you sat there all day and you were quiet.
Waawaashkeshi
Waawaashkeshi bristled slightly when asked if a person she had mentioned earlier
during the interview was a mentor to her. She explained the relationship:
So he told me about, he asked me to be on the President's Commission o f White
House Fellowships. I said, well, that’s interesting. How often do they meet? What
do they do? So he told me. I said, okay! Yes! So, it’s not like Fm sitting there, Fm
the little mentee and he the mentor! I have a strong sense o f self okay.
Waawaashkeshi’s mother was the most influential person in her life. She said:
She encouraged me. She did not dominate me. She made me think for myself
When I was this little kid she used to say—I used to say, hey mom, shall I do this?
She’d say, what are you asking me for? You got a brain, use it! And she told me
this numerous times. So finally, I quit asking her, and she trained me to accept
responsibility to make decision, to think. Most parents don’t; they are busily
directing, supervising, controlling. Now, this is my mother that did this. Now, she
did not oppress me, she didn ’t say, I don’t want you to do this. She’d say, well
yo u ’ve got a mind. Think! You’ve got a brain! Use it! And I still hear her words
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resonating in my mind today. So, every now and then I would ask her what about
this, what about that? Never mind what they think! She said, you do what you
want to do.
Waawaashkeshi didn’t like support groups. “I got by on the strength of my
personality,” and in her professional experiences as the first Native female in many
official posts, feels she didn’t have peer groups. As for her involvement in a tribal issue
that eventually concerned many tribes across the United States, she said:
It took me, it was about five years o f my life to do this, but I was really born to
that because Ifeel, because o f my trainingfrom my mother and my motivation to
help. [Mom] was a non-conformist. I am a non-conformist in my world o f today.
Brave Hearted Woman
Brave Hearted Woman’s parents were both very influential in their own way in
helping her become who she is today, but she says this about her first mentor:
My mother, definitely. She was an example in my life; she was kind o f a
leadership example. O f course as a teacher, but then when she became
Superintendent, County Superintendent o f Schools, she would give speeches ...and
so I saw her giving speeches. I was pretty much always with her. So it was like, I
was in, kind o f those formative years in fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth grade. She did
a lot o f things that, you know, were kind o f significant, but I didn't realize it at the
time.
She also had male mentors:
I ’ve had a lot o f good mentors, and interestingly enough, I think, many o f them
have been male, Indian males who have mentored me, and who still call me and
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say, you 're doing a good job. And that I can talk with when I have problems when
I want to cry on somebody's shoulder. And I think part o f that is because there
haven ’t been that any women before me whom I could call and say, how would
you do—what would you do? Now I have peers.
During high school years she had some Native teachers as role models and
mentors saying, “I think that was helpful.” While in college Brave Hearted Woman felt it
most important that there were a considerable number of Native students on campus,
including an Native club, saying, “And there was a real, a good support system. I think
there was twenty, twenty five of us maybe.” She further states:
/ Wes' also reminiscing about how before I got to [college] I knew that there were
other Native students there who had done really well because [name] was from
Flandreau, he was student body president...and [name] was Homecoming King,
the year before I was a freshman. So, there were leader on campus, so, I mean, it
was recognized by our peers that Native students could be leaders. I felt very
good about that.
Ogichida Ikwe
Ogichida Ikwe’s mother continues to be a source of comfort and strength to her.
During college years her sister went to school with her. Of a professor’s attempt at
mentoring she said:
An economics professor who took an interest in us, in the Indian students, maybe
once a quarter he would have us over for dinner at his home. He tried to be an
advocate for us but he was there only the first year I was there then he moved on.
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By that time I was pretty well, I was pretty secure. I knew what I wanted to do and
what I needed to do.
Her support system is her friends but, holding true to the “it’s lonely at the top”
philosophy, Ogichida Ikwe adds, “these are not real friends that I socialize with. My
support that I have is I would say is all spiritual. I live on this spiritual connection to, the
strength that I have.”
Her husband was entirely supportive of her education, her career and the
subsequent moves to new positions. She explains:
My husband passed away, just before my campaign fo r the four year term. He
passed away suddenly. My best friend totally devoted to me, totally supportive. I
would have never been able to do any, an iota o f what I was able to do, without
his help.
Theme Four and Supporting Evidence
The Native Female Leaders in this Study expressed the Belief that Tribal Culture and
Spirituality are Important.
Miskoose
Well, I guess to begin with I was brought up a Catholic. I'm still a Catholic. I go
to church, I receive the sacraments and Ifin d a lot o f comfort in going to church
and whatever. I do practice traditional ceremonies. I attend sweats, sun dance.
I ’m not a sun dancer; usually a helper. But I have been to sun dances, and other
ceremonies, naming ceremonies. I got my [tribal] name, which is [name]. I've
had my moments o f struggle o f what was acceptable and what I should do. Should
I completely break from traditional and go Catholic? But then figured the creator
himself knew what he was doing when he put me here. And he knew I would walk
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both worlds so to speak when it came to spirituality and I think that he allowed
me so to speak to be exposed to both and to see the goodness in both. I believe in
prayer.
When asked about her tribal language she said, “Oh, I was never a speaker, but
my mother’s family and my dad’s family are.”
Shawano
Shawano went to all-Catholic schools and was taught by nuns and priests. She
entered the convent, believing it was her vocation, a calling. Of her life there she said,
“They [Sisters] were very, very good to me. It was a different kind of life, but I’m pretty
flexible, not, I don’t need a whole lot to make me happy.”
She has left the convent but is still very involved in Catholicism. She and thirty
five others belong to what she explains as “a new religious type of community for women
like us.”
As for speaking her tribal language:
My mother did; I don't. I know bits and phrases, people ask me to pray in
[language] and I say, “well, I know some [language] but I always say what I
know is not conducive to prayer! ’’ So, I never took the time—my brother did, but
he just passed away this past year. My mother did a lot with traditional
medicines, too.
Waawaashkeshi
Waawaashkeshi’s father had an extremely negative Catholic boarding school
experience. “There were the Catholic schools and my father had already had experience
in the Catholic boarding school, and he did not want us to go to the boarding school.” She
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didn’t know if he was treated badly, saying, “He would never tell me. I just know that he
had a very strong dislike for Catholic religion and the nuns and the priests.” When asked
about her current spirituality, she states simply, “Yes, I have my own spirituality.”
She says her father spoke their tribal language very well. But at boarding school:
They were really forced to comply with the rule and regulation o f the Catholic
school, "which meant to speak English only. ” Consequently my father had a
strong dislike, disdain for the Catholics. I think he was instilled with a lot o f self
hatred by the Catholics.
Because of his experiences, Waawaashkeshi added, “He spoke it [tribal language]
but he would not teach us.”
Brave Hearted Woman
Brave Hearted Woman did not learn to speak her tribal language but said:
I heard it as I was growing up. My mother understood it because when she
married my father, they lived with his parents. My grandmother wouldn 't speak
English, so my mother had to learn to understand it. So yes, I grew up
understanding and hearing it all the time. Later on my mother and I took a class.
I know the words, I can read it, I can spell, but I ’m not fluent. And I realize that I
can't be unless there is another Native speaker.
She grew up during the fifties:
And this was during the time when any kind o f cultural participation was
discouraged because it was very much assimilation period in history. So we
didn’t participate a lot in any kind o f cultural ceremonies or anything like that.
Although we did to go Pow Wows. My family didn’t participate but others did,
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some o f my cousins were very much participants in that. So I had those strong
cultural beliefs and awareness but we didn’t really participate that much.
Brave Hearted Woman is guided by tribal virtues:
And those have guided my life always since I became aware o f them. And they all
kind o f come together to say, what’s really important is that you are a good
person, you know, so Bravery, Loyalty, Generosity, Respect, those are, you know,
the four that are kind o f really important for me. Those are important and they’ve
always guided me even though I haven't...participated in ceremonies. I ’ve
probably become more spiritual in my older days than I was when I was younger,
but I ’ve always believe in a spiritual being to whom you look for guidance, for
forgiveness.
Ogichida Ikwe
When Ogichida Ikwe left for college on the East coast it was with the intention of
becoming a priest in her church. “I was going to become a priest. That was 1988; I was in
process for ordination.” She has been singing with the [tribe] Hymn Singers since the
mid-1980s.
Ogichida Ike went to a parochial school as a child and says she was “always a
very spiritual little kid, I always prayed a lot when I [was] small, because my parents, my
grandmother.. .prayed a lot.” Both maternal grandparents were Episcopalians. She didn’t
attend church often. “But I was instructed a lot at home [in] both ways.. .the old tribal
ways and the Christianity way.”
As for traditional tribal ways:
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I didn 7 go to ceremonies but my grandmother told me about them. I learned a lot
from her on the tribal ways. I lived with my grandmother, I stayed with my
grandmother, my Ojibwa grandmother...I have her Ojibwa name. And her
grandmother was a medicine woman. So I learned a lot about [Native religion]
from my grandmother.
Her mother is a fluent speaker of the tribal language. Ogichida Ikwe grew up
hearing the language but does not speak it.
Theme Five and Supporting Evidence
The Native female leaders in this study experienced gender bias andfemale
sabotaging, some o f which occurred in tribal political contexts.
Miskoose
Miskoose believed that Native men didn’t like to be supervised by Native women.
She explains:
As an administrator, I encountered both male and female hostility. But, the most
vicious was from men who did not want to be supervised by a woman. I think
when I read this at one time I didn't believe it. But there are some men that
cannot be supervised by women. They just refuse. You can force them into that
organizational structure; you can force them by adopting an organizational chart
that puts them under a female. But they can 7function there; their ego doesn 7 let
them work there. They become confrontational, everything the supervisor says,
and they take things personal. They make everybody’s life miserable, including
the people they supervise, if you happen to be supervising them.
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She says throughout her career she really didn’t get any sexist comments. “It was
more undercutting.” The board of the tribal community college where she worked as
vice-president had one female; the remainder were male members. She applied for the
presidency when the position came open. Upon being passed over for the presidential
position, Miskoose said, “The board at the college who took me down was male. The
only female, who was in favor of my work, was terminally ill when the selection process
went on.” She explains further:
One lady openly opposed me at the college because I wouldn’t finance her trips
with her boy friend. She worked hard to keep me from getting the president's
position. One female [member] o f the board o f trustees was openly hostile to me
during monthly meetings and the board o f directors put her on the selection
committee. It was both men and women. I think the women were jealous.
Of a Native male supervisor she had known earlier in her career, Miskoose said:
I was an Indian girl; I was supposed to be like all the rest o f the Indian girls. Just
let him walk around there and let him swing his chest, and be adored and the rest
o f us, this was thirty years ago—the rest o f us were supposed to just kind o f bow
and do what he said, and I wouldn’t do that. I just felt like he was dumb, and I
think to this day he was dumb. He was part Indian.
Miskoose believed this supervisor was condescending to Native women. “There was a
white woman that was a secretary and he called her ‘Rose among the Thoms.’”
Shawano
Shawano had experience with sexism when she went away to a Catholic
University on the East coast. She explains:
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It was very different from the convent. And I couldn ’t figure out why do the men
get to live this nice and the women don 't... because four o ’clock was cocktail hour
and they rolled out the alcohol...and they would come to you and they would ask
you what you wanted, how you wanted your steak. So totally different from the
mother convent. But yet, they were brothers, living in a monastery. Why do they?
Why—and then they had their own cars...this one was moonlighting...he was...a
waiter at the big state dinners at the White House. But what blew me away was,
why do men get to live like this, but women don’t; to me there was an injustice
there.
Based on this experience she left the convent “community.” She explained further:
Well, just seeing how the brothers lived, seeing the inequity. Thinking, why do
women have to be so subjective, why can't they live, they have just as much right
to live as freely as the brothers did? The brothers were trusted, whey couldn’t the
women be trusted?
Waawaashkeshi
Waawaashkeshi’s earliest experience with sexist attitudes began with her father.
“I wanted to go hunting with him. I wanted to go fishing with him. I wanted to learn the
language, and he would just say, ‘Get away, you are just a girl and no, you can’t do
that.’” Her mother balanced that attitude. “My mother knew that I had talent and ability
and she was not putting me down.”
Waawaashkeshi has strong opinions on women’s issues. She states, “I think
people have this mistaken idea about women too, that you are supposed to be weak,
submissive, you know, and what’s that other word—passive.”
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Most of the experiences she spoke about were related to a high governmental
position she was appointed to. Before the appointment she had some campaigning to do:
So then my troops and I decided to conduct, we had to go to [state] and we
conducted another campaign. You can't just automatically [be appointed]; well;
actually you can if you are a rich white male or even middle class.
Once appointed, Waawaashkeshi says she faced “all the ism’s—racism, ageism,
sexism, classism, elitisms, they were all there in full operation against me.” She found it a
challenge being a woman in male lawyer dominated Washington, D.C.
Aware of the historic precedent she was making as the first Native female to
occupy the position, she said, “Well, I would be the first woman to do this job and I also
knew that people would be watching me hoping—and I know this—hoping that I would
make a mistake that they could then utilize against me. It’s very hard if you are a woman
trying to crack through all this.”
She decided to use her position to feature Native women:
Because American Indian woman were at the lowest level pay scale and grade
scale. And so I got a [position] woman...she ended up really sabotaging me and I
don’t understand why. I greeted her well. She was a lawyer and I thought she
would really help me. She ended up sabotaging me all the time.
Waawaashkeshi felt that she could have ended up fighting these people all during
her tenure in Washington. “But that was not a productive use of my time.” She felt “sad
for the lost opportunities and sad for Indian people, while these people are busily
sabotaging people like me.”
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Several men were appointed after her into the same position, but, “they didn’t last
long, they didn’t even stay, [one] barely stayed a year. They are always criticizing the
women.” One Native male “got all kinds of hoopla! I didn’t. I’m just a woman!”
Female friends have made disparaging comments that were hurtful and confusing.
Waawaashkeshi said:
Even one o f my friends told me once...if she had been offered the position o f
[position] she never would have taken it. ...It’s not something that they come to
you, offering to you on the plate, you have to go through numerous levels... to get
to this position...I don't quite know if this person was jealous or making a
statement.
Another woman approached Waawaashkeshi after her work on a national law that
had passed came to public attention and had Natives across the country celebrating,
telling her, “You may as well be dead.” She has no idea why the woman said this.
“Jealousy? Probably. All the media attention. I didn’t go looking for it—I had to do
everything—I had no help, we had no money.”
Brave Hearted Woman
Brave Hearted Woman could only think of one time when any female had an
issue with her. “It was with two females and it was a situation where one of the females
thought her husband should have the job [school principal] I had.” She was a Native
woman, and Brave Hearted Woman dealt with the problem by ignoring it. “I think she
felt that—some jealousy or whatever. I don’t think he [the jealous woman’s husband]
ever did.” She did admit that, “there have been a few individuals that find it very difficult
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to answer to a woman. Male. I had very few problems with females. They seem to
understand.”
As a principal she had a supervisor that was non-Native and got along with him.
“Really well, we worked well together. He was very supportive of me. I think I had a
good relationship with the teachers, male and female.” She commented on the make up of
a professional principals’ association meeting she attended. “Male, mostly male [and] me
and the nuns from [town],
Ogichida Ikwe
Ogichida Ikwe was asked about another well known tribal woman’s work on the
reservation. The person asking was insinuating that she should go after her. Ogichida
Ikwe told the person, “She’s not my fight. I’m not going to fight another woman. Just
start fighting here? Little battles, start little fights? I’m not into that, I’m into the big
fights.”
Asked if she had any sexist comments aimed at her she said:
7’ve had just a few comments ...questioning i f I could handle it. Most people know
what I ’ve handled in the past. I said this during my campaign because my
doctoral degree gives me tremendous credibility out, out there. ”
Speaking about issues with women Ogichida Ikwe said:
One o f the tribal women... women can be kind o f jealous or threatened because
one o f the women, tribal leaders [said], "oh I wouldn't get involved in [name]
election. I would stay out o f it. ” Well...some o f our own sisters can be very—the
sun is big enough, large enough fo r it to shine on all o f us. Some our own people
can be oppressive.
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On encountering male sexism:
My executive director is male, he works under me, I ’m his supervisor. I think we
have a good relationship, maybe not right away, but I think our relationship is
good. I don't have any feelings that they think that I ’m any—because I ’m a
women. I don’t think that’s an issue at all.
Later in the interview she had this to say about getting a good education:
Education is incredibly important, especially for a woman... I think it’s, that’s
what probably gives me the advantage over everything and anything, is my
education. I f I didn 't have that as a woman I wouldn ’t have the standing that I
have.
Tribal Politics
Miskoose
Miskoose believes that tribal politics “robbed” her of the president’s office at a
tribal college. The administrative board was all male. The only female on the board was
ill at the time of the selection process and was supportive of Miskoose and her candidacy.
Despite the unethical dealings of several male board members concerning tribal college
funds, Miskoose had stood her ground and maintained professional ethics. She believes
the board used this against her.
Shawano
Shawano ran into tribal politics as president of the tribal community college. She
had been called home by the tribe to start the college and had written the charter. The
council attempted to seat themselves as the board, disbanding the current board, and to
fire her. She successful fought off the move through legal means.
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Waaswaashkeshi
Waaswaashkeshi worked for a time as the first female tribal chairwoman, but she
spoke mostly regarding her experiences in state and national politics and how she had
been sabotaged by tribal members she’d hired. She’s been told she’s too bossy and
doesn’t act like an Indian, “whatever that means.”
Brave Hearted Woman
Brave Hearted Woman felt she had to prove herself to her university
administrative board—a board made up of all-Native members. She says they were
somewhat disgruntled with the selection process that was used to hire her.
Ogichida Ikwe
Ogichida Ikwe is currently the first native female chairwoman of her tribe, and
“you can’t get any more political than that.” Prior to her election she had spent years
ferreting out corruption and voter fraud in the previously male dominated tribal council.
This period was an extremely stressful time for her and her two daughters and for her
mother, who worried each time she was in jail. Ogichida Ikwe and her supporters were
jailed three times for their involvement in tribal politics.
Theme Six and Supporting Evidence
The Native Female Leaders in this Study had O ff Reservation Educational and Career
Experiences.
As a Native person whose family relocated to a large west coast urban area, this
researcher experienced educational opportunities unavailable to her reservation cousins.
She received an excellent education, and worked for years in jobs both on and off her
home reservation. Since tribal community colleges were not yet established on
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reservations, the participants of this study all had college experience outside the
reservation, including career experiences.
Miskoose
Miskoose attended school on the reservation then went to an off-reservation
boarding school, returning to the reservation for her senior year. She then attended a
college in a town about forty miles off the reservation. At one point Miskoose moved to
Fargo and then returned home, only to take a job on another reservation about five hours
away, where she worked as a secretary while attending the nearby college for her social
work degree. She had once again returned to her home reservation when she received a
call from a city about five hours away, moved, and worked there for five years. Miskoose
became active in organizing tribal colleges and moved back to her home reservation to
teach elementary and middle school while earning her master degree, spending summers
on the university campus. She received her doctoral degree from a Midwest university,
spending summers in classes on campus. Miskoose currently lives and works on her
home reservation.
Shawano
Shawano didn’t travel much as a child and experienced a “very stable home life.”
She attended elementary school in town about six miles off the reservation, and high
school in a town several hours from the reservation. The technical college Shawano
attended was in a large urban center several hours away. Following graduation she chose
not to return to the reservation:
In [city] I wanted experience; I wanted different things. I wanted a factory job
because I wanted to see what factory work was like. Ifinally got a taste o f
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different cultures; there were more blacks and Hispanics and, see, I grew up on
the reservation. We were a closed reservation; we never accepted the allotment
act. So going to [city] was for me, was the first time I started meeting other
people o f color. So I had a lot offriends that were Blacks and Hispanics.
She moved back to the town where she had attended high school and entered the
convent. Trained as a teacher/administrator, Shawano moved around the state; at one
point working as a principal in a school close to the reservation. She later took a
sabbatical to address a tribal issue in Washington, D.C. She also attended Catholic
University in Washington, D.C. and began working on her master degree, but disliking it
there at the university, Shawano went back to teaching. She soon traveled to the west
coast to complete the degree.
Shawano returned to take a job with tribe, then worked as a principal in a school
about thirty five miles from her home reservation. During this period Shawano spent her
summers earning a master degree in educational leadership at a university several states
away.
While working as a principal in a school about six miles off-reservation, she was
recruited to a doctoral program. Shawano then traveled to a university several states away
from home to work full time on her doctorate in educational leadership. As graduation
neared, a group of tribal leaders traveled to the university to ask her to return to the tribe
and begin a tribal college. Shawano currently lives on her home reservation and works as
a college president.
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Waawaashkeshi
Waawaashkeshi went to school in an off-reservation town while living with her
family on the reservation. During her senior year, she and her mother decided it would be
best if she lived in town with another family. Upon graduation she immediately entered
college. She explains:
Oh, yes, in high school, see to me, too many people clunk along in life, they don't
think, there were these lines when we were signing up fo r high school. So I said,
Oh, they’re two lines here. So I said, well, what’s this line? They said, well this is
for vocational and business and Home Ec. What’s the other line? The other line is
fo r college. I said, okay, that’s my line. I didn ’t have a person guiding me along
[along was drawn out for emphasis], I knew I loved school and I was going to
school, and 1 was going to school regardless. So I put myself in the college line,
signed up for college.
Waawaashkeshi moved to a large urban area in her home state where she
completed a four year program. After looking around for the best graduate school in her
field, she moved to the East coast to begin a master’s degree. She enjoyed meeting people
of diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds. About this experience she said:
They said, well, you can live in [building] and it was a wonderful experience
because I knew that there were Jewish students here fo r example, but I didn’t
know anything about all the different denominations o f Jewish religion—there
were Hasidic Jews that had their curls down, and their black hats and their black
clothes and I was just fascinated by them. And there were Puerto Ricans and
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there were Italians, and there were all this mixture o f people in the Settlement
house.
Waawaashkeshi received funding from her tribe that allowed her to receive an
education beyond high school:
I should say, and this is another important component, the tribal leaders had one
scholarship to go to college. They awarded me the scholarship... which was a
thousand dollars a year for four years. There was only one and I got it. I was
pleasantly surprised, because I was looking into the WAC’s. I was going to join
the Army. I was going to go to Haskell. I mean I was determined that I was going
to get there.
She then took a job in a large Midwestern city, and was at one point was recruited
to the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Her supervisor encouraged her to learn more about other
tribes:
He said you ’re a Midwestern Indian; you need to see some o f the other Indians. I
said, Oh, okay. I got to see there were a lot o f tribal differences. They helped me
in my whole life to understand the cultural differences. Not that I was an expert,
but I could see that they had the Five Civilized Tribes, they had the Plains tribes,
and the Pueblos, and the Navajos and so on. That really helped me understand a
lot about the reasons why Indians—people say, “Where is the Martin Luther King
o f Indians? " Hello, [Hello was loudly emphasized herey there aren't, there won’t
be one!
Waawaashkeshi became discouraged with the Bureau of Indian Affairs’ lack of
action on her suggestions and ideas for improvement and resigned to take a job in a city
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school. Again, discouraged by perceived racist attitudes in the people she worked for,
Waawaashkeshi moved again, this time to an Eastern city in her home state. She became
deeply involved in a tribal issue having to do with land. She had also entered law school,
but dropped out after one semester to further concentrate her time and energy on a
national issue that was profoundly affecting her tribe. Waawaashkeshi’s activism
eventually led to her returning to the home reservation as the first female tribal
chairwoman. Becoming politically active, she ran for state and national offices and was
appointed to a national governmental position by the president of the United States,
precipitating a move to Washington, D.C. Waawaashkeshi was then recruited by a
university in her home state. At the time of this interview she was teaching at the
university.
Brave Hearted Woman
Although Brave Hearted Woman was working as president of a university located
in a Midwestern state, she knew that she could always go “home” to the reservation. She
said, “That was one of the things that kept me going, knowing that I could go home and
that people could feel proud of me. I always felt at home there.”
She attended elementary and high school on the reservation. After graduation
Brave Hearted Woman immediately went on to a four year teachers college in a town
closest to her home reservation:
In (agency town) we had a guidance counselor. I don't remember her ever really
saying this is what you need to do. I remember taking aptitude tests. But I just sort
o f knew I wanted to go to college, as did many o f my classmates. So I think there
was just sort o f a norm for going. Many o f them went on. There were some o f
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those college visitation days that we participated in. I remember actually wanted
to be a hairdresser, being in conflict with being a teacher, but my considerations
were being a teacher or social worker.
Her tribe had a loan/grant program:
I f you stayed the year, you paid half back. So that's what I did. For every year you
stayed in school you got, essential, a year back So, it cost me two years o f
funding for four years. I did it on my own. So my funding was adequate so I didn 't
have to work.
Brave Hearted Woman traveled back home to work each summer:
That was one summer, the summer between my freshman and sophomore year
pretty much convinced me that I wanted to be a teacher. They had a summer
kindergarten program through the Bureau o f Indian Affairs...I [was] a teacher's
aide for this program. So that was kind o f a convincing point for me, is that I
really wanted to be a teacher.
For her first teaching job she accepted a position in a neighboring state because “it
had the best salaries around.” She said, “I didn’t think about going home.. .because I
wanted to get some experience somewhere else. I wanted to see what it was like being on
my own completely. I was barely twenty-one years old.”
She returned to a town close to her home reservation, and now married, traveled
to the east coast to check out a job opportunity for her husband. Both decided to return to
the reservation where they pursued master's degrees. Brave Hearted Woman worked as
the first Native female principal at a local school. She resigned her position as principal
to move to another city off the reservation, supporting a career move for her husband.
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She then moved, alone, to a neighboring city to pursue a doctoral degree. Brave Hearted
Woman lived there full time for two years while the remainder of her family lived one
state away. It was, she said, “a painful time.”
Following her graduation with a doctorate, the family moved to a Southwestern
state. She said that she and her husband were sort of taking turns at that time. “I had
moved to [town] for him, so he moved to [town] for me.” After receiving tenure, Brave
Hearted Woman took a leave of absence and went to work at a Midwestern university.
When the researcher asked her how she came into her current position, Brave Hearted
Woman stated:
That’s sometimes a puzzle to me. One o f the things I ’m finding out from my peers,
college presidents, minority women college presidents, is that many o f us didn't
aspire to be in this position. That it just happened. I know that there are many that
do aspire and prepare themselves, and make sure that they are in the right circles
and know the right people and have the right preparation and on and on. But
there’s a large number who did not aspire to be presidents. I outwardly said that I
would not go any further than a dean’s level in higher education administration.
At the time of the interview, she was planning her retirement from the university
and considering moving back to her home reservation.
Ogichida Ikwe
Ogichida Ikwe went to a school located about six miles off-reservation. In
the seventh grade she made a momentous decision to move to Los Angeles and live with
heT Non-Native aunt so she could attend school there. Her goal at this time was to be a
pediatrician. Ogichida Ikwe was twelve years old. Lonesome for her family, she returned
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to the reservation three years later. A year afterward, for the sake of a consistent
education, Ogichida Ikwe chose to live with her mother’s cousin and attended a nonNative school close to the edge of the reservation. Upon graduating, she married and had
a baby. She and her husband signed up for relocation to a large urban area. Struggling
financially, they soon returned to the reservation where both found employment.
Ogichida Ikwe then entered a four year college in a neighboring state. Her husband
followed. After graduating with a master’s degree she returned to the reservation.
Ogichida Ikwe entered law school at a large university but soon dropped out due to a lack
of finances, and yet again returned to the reservation and to teaching. She eventually
became the first Native female superintendent on the reservation.
Having received a large grant to further her education, Ogichida Ikwe enrolled in
an Eastern Ivy League college to begin doctoral studies. After returning to her home
reservation to write her dissertation, Ogichida Ikwe was visited by members of the
community who asked her to get involved with political issues troubling the tribe at that
time. Her activism landed her in jail three times, but she and her supporters were
successful in overcoming deep-seated tribal corruption. During this time she traveled all
over the country. “I connected and organized with peace and justice groups throughout
all over, I had a lot of connections at [university]. I traveled to [out of country], to
[state].” She was appointed tribal [office], then when election time came, ran for the
office and won. Ogichida Ikwe served the tribe in that capacity for six years. Supporters
then encourage her to campaign for tribal chairwoman. She ran and won the primary,
then went on to win the election. “So I won the election, and I was sworn in as the first
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woman to lead [tribe]. It was an historical moment.” Ogichida Ikwe continues to live and
work on her home reservation.
Summary
Chapter I provided the reader with an introduction to the historical background of
Native female roles in general, followed by discussion of the significance of and need for
the present study.
Chapter II gave a description of the methodology used in this study, and included
discussion of the fundamentals of qualitative research and a rationale for choosing
qualitative research for this study. The method for selecting the participants, setting up
the interviews, the interview questions, and the protocol for inductive data analysis and
report of findings were described as well.
Chapter III provided a narrative description of the participants and their individual
backgrounds, placing their experiences in context with those of Natives as a whole. This
information allowed the reader to better understand the participants and the personal
experiences they bring to this research.
Chapter IV contained the findings of the study. Six themes that emerged from
participant interviews were presented along with supporting evidence in the form of
quotations from the interviews.
Chapter V presents the discussion of the literature in reference to the themes.
Chapter VI presents an overview of the themes of the study, with conclusions,
discussion and suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION OF THE LITERATURE IN REFERENCE TO THE THEMES
This chapter provides a discussion of the literature that relates to each of the six
themes and a common feature that emerged from data collected through the in-depth
interviews and the data analysis.
Theme One
The Native Female Leaders in this Study experienced Early Poverty.
Jencks (1992) calculates that the top earners in today’s work force are the Jews,
the Japanese, the Chinese, the Irish, Asian Indians, and the Italians. The incomes of white
Anglo-Saxon Protestants (WASPS) fall squarely in the middle. Hispanics, Natives, and
blacks are at the bottom. (See Figure 1.) Poverty is caused by interrelated factors:
parental employment status and earnings, family structure, and parental education
(Payne, 1996, p. 12). In the 2000 census the following ethnic percentages and number of
poor children were reported for the United States:
White: 12, 109,000 or 16.9%
Black: 3,759,000 or 13.5%
Hispanic: 3,506,000 or 33.1%
Asian American: 361,000 or 11.8%
Native: 260,403 or 39.8%. (Payne, 1996).
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Figure 1. Percentages of children living in poverty by ethnic group (2000 Census).
Asian American

11. 8

%

Hispanic 33.1 %

A working definition of poverty according to Payne (1996) is “the extent to which
an individual does without resources” (p. 13). Payne (1996) lists these resources as
financial, emotional, mental spiritual, physical, support system, and relationships/role
models. She explains:
Financial: Typically, poverty is thought of in terms of financial resources. The
reality is that financial resources, while extremely important, do not explain the
differences in the success with which individuals leave poverty nor the reasons
that many stay in poverty. The ability to leave poverty is more dependent upon
other resources than it is upon financial resources.
Emotional resources provide the stamina to withstand difficult and uncomfortable
emotional situation and feelings. Emotional resources are the most important of
all resources. A certain level of persistence and an ability to stay with the situation
until it can be learned (and, therefore, made comfortable) are necessary. This
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persistence is proof that emotional resources are present. Emotional resources
come, at least in part, from role models.
Mental resources are the ability to process information and use it in daily living.
Mental resources include having the mental abilities and acquired skills (reading,
writing, computing) to deal with daily life.
Spiritual resources are the beliefs that help can be obtained from a higher power,
that there is a purpose of living, and that worth and love are gifts from God. This
is a powerful resource because the individual does not see him/herself as hopeless
and useless, but rather as capable and having worth and value.
Physical resources are having a body that works, one that is capable and mobile.
The individual is able to be self-sufficient.
A support system is a resource. Those individuals available for support and who
will help are resources. Support systems are not just about meeting financial or
emotional needs. They are about knowledgebases as well.
Relationships/role models are resources. All individuals have role models. The
question is the extent to which the role model is nurturing or appropriate. Can the
role model provide a gender role for the individual? It is largely from role models
that the person learns how to live life emotionally (p. 17-18).
Regardless of “race” or ethnicity, poor children are much more likely than non
poor children to suffer developmental delay and damage, to drop out of high school, and
to give birth during the teen years (Miranda, 1991). None of the participants in this study
experienced developmental delay or damage and none dropped out of school. One
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participant had a baby as a married teenager. The five participants of this study exhibit all
of the resources Payne (1996) lists.
Several nationally known Native female leaders have experienced the same kind
of poverty as the participants of this study. Mankiller, a Cherokee from Oklahoma, was
one of eleven children. In her memoir Mankiller, A Chief and Her People (1993) she
writes:
I remember it as a little bitty house with too many people living there... there was
no electricity and we used coal-oil lamps to light the rooms. There was an
outhouse for a toilet. For washing and cooking we had to haul water from the
spring a quarter mile from the house. ...We were really poor— “dirt poor ” is how
they say it in Oklahoma. I suppose there are degrees o f poverty just as there are
degrees o f wealth. I f so, we were on the bottom rung o f the poverty ladder (p. 3233).
Harris, Comanche wife of Senator Fred Harris of Oklahoma, became an activist in
her own right. In her book, LaDonna Harris: A Comanche Life (2000), she tells of living
on her family’s allotted land. The family had a wood stove, an earthen cellar for potatoes,
and no running water.
Theme Two
The Native Female Leaders in this study had Strong Survival Skills that contributed to
Successful Academic and Career Experiences.
Abundant articles exist in psychology literature documenting the importance of a
positive self-concept to be a successful human being. The literature regarding Native
student academic success and the impact of self-image was more manageable. The
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following section will address that literature, most of which indicates poor self-image in
Native students.
The Native female leaders were academically strong.
Historically, minority students from their earliest school experiences have been
labeled as potential failures, their language criticized and their origin suspect. Native
students have dropped out of school at higher rates than any other minority group in
America. One national study examined the dropout rate from the sophomore to senior
years using ethnic classifications and revealed that the dropout rates ranged from a low of
3.1% for Asian Americans to a high of 29.2% for Natives (Clarke, 1994).
Clarke (1994) found that historically, Native students drop out of school at higher
rates than any other minority group in America. Four explanations are often offered in the
literature to explain student failure:
1. Cultural differences between American Indian and the white system.
2. Social disorganization within tribal groups and families.
3. Poor self-concept of the American Indian students.
4. Low socioeconomic status (p. 5).
In Clarke’s (1994) study, graduates cited “mothers’ and grandparents’
expectations of staying in school and graduating” most frequently as incentives to get an
education. A “strong belief in self’ surfaced as the second major reason for staying in
school. The idea of “getting a good job” was the third most important reason for staying
in school.
Clarke’s (1994) study lists graduates’ reasons for staying in school:
1. School important personally.
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2. Friends influenced me to graduate.
3. Wanted to get a good job.
4. Wanted to make a good life for myself.
5. Had high expectations of myself.
6. Felt good about myself in school.
7. Liked making good grades.
8. Mother expected me to graduate.
9. Parents would have never permitted my dropping out (p. 84).
The participants in this study did not fall into the category of dropouts. While they
did experience poverty and childhood racism, all appeared to have expressed the above
reasons for staying in school.
The Native female leaders exhibited self-esteem and resiliency.
Along with the aforementioned reasons for graduating from high school, all five
participants in this study developed a strong sense of self esteem and resiliency in the
face of adversity.
Cross (1998) states:
When I look for the origins of family resilience within families of color I am not
looking for linear cause and effect relationships to isolate the causal factors.. .the
context within which families of color function is one filled with strengthproducing or harmonizing resources. Oppression, for all its damage to us, creates
an environment where survival skills are developed and sharpened (p. 151).
Success in school is often highly correlated to self-concept and self-identity. Clarke
(1994) notes:
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Poor self-esteem has frequently been attributed to the failure of Native children in
school. Howard Bahr et al. described the problem of poor self-esteem of Native
youth: “there is much evidence that Indian students feel despair, disillusionment,
alienation, frustration, hopelessness, powerlessness, rejection, and estrangement,
all elements of negative views of the self.” Other researchers have discovered that
Indian youth had far less conviction that they could affect their own environments
and futures than any other racial group (p.26).
Studies of urban Native youth and self-identity present some interesting
conclusions. In order to resolve their identity crisis, urban Native youth generally take
three directions: polarization of youth toward the Euro-centric model, polarization of
Native youth toward Native traditions, or a synthesis of the two models. Many youth
resolve identity conflict through the synthesis of the two models, but in order to do this,
the Native youth has to be able to maintain ties with adults and relatives and, at the same
time, establish positive relationships with significant non-Native adults and peers (Clarke,
1994).
Individuals living through a troubled childhood and coming out on top can
probably thank a handful of personal strengths that have allowed them to build better
lives: insight, independence, relationships, initiative, creativity, humor, and morality
(Wolin & Wolin, 1993). The participants in this study exhibit all these resiliencies.
The Native female leaders overcame experiences o f racism.
Other Native female leaders have experienced childhood racism. Mankiller (1993)
writes, “In school I was teased a lot and labeled as different because I had an unusual last
name, spoke with an Oklahoma accent, and looked ‘ethnic’ (p. 100).
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Harris (2000) states, “I was uncomfortable in Guthrie because of being an Indian, and in
Stillwater I felt not angry so much as hurt because of the discrimination I sensed—a
flashback from high school days. There are points in my life when the pain comes back,
like post traumatic stress syndrome. Makes me feel like I have to throw up, like food
turns sour.. .in Stillwater, people talked down to me, patronized me, making me want to
cry” (p. 66).
The participants in the study experienced childhood racism and/or bullying due to
their ethnicity. For the purposes of this study, the researcher has defined prejudice, based
on race and sex, as being largely comprised of negative attitudes, beliefs, assumptions,
categorizing and stereotypes that are inflexible and resistant to change despite
contradictory evidence. Data supplied by these women described the various levels that
these behaviors are evident based upon their perceptions. Their experiences range from
very vague or covert, to explicit or overt.
A study of Native youth by Clarke (1994) found that “seventy-three percent of the
participants reported being discriminated against; forty-four percent admitted to fighting
over racist comments directed at them” (p. 82). What exactly does racism mean? It is not
unusual to see the term used in various ways, but the basic definition remains clear:
racism is an ideology of intellectual or moral superiority based upon the biological
characteristics of race. Historical research has shown that the idea of race has always
carried more meanings than mere physical differences. Physical variations in the human
species have no meaning except the social ones that humans put on them. The physical
traits of humans became markers or symbols of their status differences (American
Anthropological Association Statement on “Race,” 1998).
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D’Souza (1995) states:
According to Webster’s New World Dictionary, racism is a “doctrine or
teaching.. .that claims to find racial differences in character and intelligence, that
asserts the superiority of one race over another, that seeks to maintain the
supposed purity of a race, as well as any program or practice of racial
discrimination or segregation based on such beliefs (p. 27).
Most scholarly and popular definitions of racism concur.
Racism rests upon two basic assumptions: 1) the moral qualities of a human group
are positively correlated with their physical characteristics; and 2) all humankind is
divisible into superior and inferior stocks upon the basis of the first assumption. Racism
is any set of beliefs that organic, genetically transmitted differences (whether real or
imagined) between human groups are intrinsically associated with the presence or the
absence of certain socially relevant abilities, hence that such differences are a legitimate
basis of invidious distinctions between groups socially defined as races (Berkhoffer,1979;
Van den Berghe, 1978). As they were constructing US society, leaders among EuropeanAmericans fabricated the cultural/behavioral characteristics associated with each race,
linking superior traits with Europeans and negative and inferior ones to blacks and
Indians (American Anthropological Association Statement on “Race,” 1998).
Theme Three
The Native Female Leaders in this Study described a Support Network o f Family and
other Mentors.
There is a pattern of having strong women as mentors in the lives of Native
female leaders. Mankiller (1993):
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There were other women in my early childhood but none more important than my
mother, Irene Sitton Mankiller, who has provided me with a lifetime of
unconditional love.. .my mother never sat me down and said this is how you
should live or this is what it means to be a woman. I learned a lot from watching
her and the other women around me. I remain grateful to both my parents for
never telling me “girls can’t do that,” and for letting me define for myself what it
means to be a woman (p. 99).
Mankiller (1993) further stated:
My grandmother helped shape much of my adolescent thinking. ..she also was
opinionated, outspoken, though, and very independent. She was deeply
religious.. .grandmother Sitton and my father—two of the people I most admired
as a young woman—valued hard work. I believe it was their examples more than
anything else that contributed to my own work ethic (p. 106).
Harris (2000) relates that she grew up surrounded by strong women, two of whom
were matriarchs, her great-grandmother and her grandmother. They were her role models.
Women have always learned from women. “They have learned by watching and
being guided by mothers, grandmothers, aunts, teachers, coaches, counselors, professors,
sisters, and friends. They have learned how to recognize, understand and respect
themselves as rich, complex female beings” (Duff, 1999).
The five participants in this study received affirmation from their mentors. All
people need to feel good about themselves and their personal worth in society, and
affirmation is the key to a feeling of well-being. Research indicates when people feel
accepted and confirmed by a mentor they believe in themselves and accept increasingly
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challenging tasks. They are assured of acceptance even when they fail. The unflagging
faith and confidence of a mentor may have a nearly miraculous effect on a protege’s selfconfidence (Johnson & Ridley, 2004).
Teachers as Mentors
Researchers feel that teachers’ attitudes toward Native students are critical to
success in school. A teacher’s attitude is contagious. A teacher who can earn the respect
of students and who can show them that they are respected for what they are is well on
the road to giving those children success in school (Clarke, 1994).
Teachers who have low expectations of Native students have repeatedly
counseled students into vocationally-oriented curricula. This tracking, which is more
commonly associated with secondary schools, results in a substandard education for
students and leads to lower-class jobs and eventually lower-class status as adults (Clarke,
1994).
Theme Four
The Native Female Leaders in this Study expressed the Belief that Tribal Culture and
Spirituality are Important.
Culture
The Native females in this study maintained close ties to their tribal culture,
traditions, ceremonies and traditions, whether they were living and working on or off the
home reservation. One participant, when asked if she grew up attending tribal
ceremonies, reminded me that she grew up at a time when government assimilation
polices was in place, and any thing relating to the culture was discouraged by church and
schools. If tribal spirituality was practiced, it was usually done “underground” or in
secret.
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Further, because grandparents, parents, and other relatives suffered emotionally,
physically, and socially from forced assimilation by the government, in conspiracy with
the missionaries and officials of boarding schools, they didn’t want their children to learn
cultural traditions, spirituality, or language (Lee, 2002). And although many Native
people do not know their own language, they know that it has survived, and that in it can
be found a mirror in which Native worldviews have been kept alive in and through the
people for generations (Waters, 2004).
Laws and policies regarding Native people began to undergo change due to a
remarkable development. The civil rights movement of the sixties affected Native people
in profound ways. Although many tribal governments balked at the idea of
demonstrations, heightened frustrations over fishing rights in the Northwest led to fishing
demonstrations or fish-ins. The resistance spread to neighboring states, and soon Native
people across the country began to examine the conditions under which they lived and a
new determination to correct the injustices emerged (Deloria, Jr., 1974).
By the mid-sixties a Red Power movement emerged from the West Coast urban
areas where a large population of Native people had migrated, or relocated, in the 1950s.
A powerful sense of Native pride began sweeping the nation. Native people began taking
action to improve their lives. The American Indian Movement (AIM) was bom in
Minneapolis, stemming from a need to bring to public attention police actions against
Natives in the city. In the West a group of Natives essentially captured Alcatraz Island off
the California coast. In 1972 the Trail of Broken Treaties caravan drove across the United
States to the Federal Bureau of Indian Affairs building in Washington, D.C. Through a
complex series of events including miscommunications, government bungling, and fear
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on both sides, the building was taken over by the Native people and eventually ransacked
before issues were resolved (Deloria, Jr., 1974).
During this time, this researcher witnessed a sense of empowerment among many
tribal people both on and off reservations. Comments such as, “It’s okay to be Indian
now,” were heard. T-shirts and bumper stickers appeared bearing the caption “I’m Indian
and Proud.” Universities applied for grants to train Native teachers, administrators,
doctors, nurses. Efforts began to introduce tribal history and languages into classrooms.
In 1978 the American Indian Freedom of Religion Act was put in place, allowing Native
spirituality to be practiced openly (Deloria, Jr., 1974).
The journey of Native people from colonization, attempted genocide,
Christianization, termination, education, and forced assimilation to Native pride has been
a long one, and one that continues today as tribal people struggle to define what their
roles are in a modem day world. Native people recognize the challenges facing them and
continue to be fueled by the strength of their own acknowledged tribal identity and
community membership (Adams, 2001).
Native people, accustomed to a long history of adaptation, have adapted, not
assimilated, to non-Native education, religion, and property ownership. Their
determination to maintain culture and tradition has made it possible for them to survive,
and to continue to face the future with strength and hope (Adams, 2001).
Spirituality
All of the participants in this study are Christians or were raised in the Christian
religion. They all expressed strong ties to their tribal culture and Native spirituality in the
form of attending ceremonies and celebrations on their home reservations.
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Any statement of Native spirituality must be based in a historical understanding of
the experiences of Native people and Christian missionaries. Converting Native people of
North America to Christianity was a major objective of European colonizers. It is
important to understand that tribal spirituality is not an organized religion.
Indigenous communities had intensely spiritual beliefs filled with countless daily
ceremonial acts both personal and communal, and regular seasonal ceremonies involving
whole communities. But they had no religions. Typically elders in almost any Native
community today, especially those who carry ceremonial responsibilities, will deny that
their community ever had a religion; rather, they will argue, their whole cultural and
social structure was and still is infused with a spirituality that cannot be separated from
the rest of the community’s life at any point (Ki dwell et al, 2001).
Native tribal religions, as they are termed, for the most part do not have
institutional structures comparable to Christian churches and other organized expressions
of religion. Consequently there is no formal religious authority by which standards can be
measured. People as a rule do not join tribal denominations (Deloria, Jr. & Lytle, 1983).
As treaties were drawn and reservations established, Christianity was made the official
religion of reservations and traditional tribal religions were banned; President Grant
simply handed out religious monopolies to the respective denominations in different parts
of the country. Thus some tribes are Lutherans, Catholics, Episcopalians or
Presbyterians, not because a missionary eloquently convinced them of the validity of
Christianity but because the Grant administration assigned tribes to particular
denominations (Deloria, Jr., 1997).
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The churches became rigorous in attacking Native culture in the name of saving
souls to Christianity. The fundamental premise of all missionaries, as well as that of their
supporters, was that Native religion was evil and should not be allowed to exist. Rituals
were outlawed, and practitioners were exiled, jailed, or isolated in other ways. Churches
divided Native country among themselves in informal agreements that were temporary,
so that reservations soon became battlegrounds for missions, and previously unified tribes
split into factions along religious lines—non-Christian, against Christian (Chandras,
1978).
Can one be Christian and Native simultaneously in contemporary society? This is
the ultimate question in the relationship between contemporary Native people and
organized Christian churches. For some, the new religious connection became a syncretic
melding of traditional and Christian beliefs (Kidwell et al, 2001). All but one of the study
participants were clear in stating they were practicing Christians while actively
participating in tribal ceremonies whenever they were able.
The trail of broken treaties, the decimations of populations through force of arms
and disease, and the disintegration of cultures through hatred, ignorance and proselytism
have provoked spiritual malaise as well as economic and cultural destruction. Truly
amazing and admirable then is the cultural courage and spiritual fortitude of Native
peoples who have persevered with their religious lives. More than merely holding the
line, the steadfast focus on spiritual heritage has instigated remarkable religious
innovations, risings of the spirit in the form of new movements as well as creative
restatements of traditions long suppressed (Sullivan, 2000).
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The patterns of Native response to Christianity have been extraordinarily variable
over time. Some people have accepted Christianity as part of the process of assimilation
into non-Native society. Some may have voluntarily converted to gain what they saw as
the advantages of contact with non-Native society; others, particularly children, received
Christianity through a process not always of their own choosing. By means of
acculturation, abetted primarily by boarding schools which took young people out of their
own cultural milieu to expose them fully to Christian values, students’ Native value
systems were replaced by the teaching of missionaries (Kidwell et al, 2001).
Some Native groups have adopted certain symbols and doctrines from
Christianity and thus accommodated a new understanding of religious experience. A
number of Pueblo groups in the Southwest adopted Catholic saints and rituals as part of
their ceremonies. Although some Natives have considered themselves Catholics, their
beliefs have not been accepted necessarily by the Catholic Church; conversely, although
the Catholic Church considers some Native people as true converts, those Natives did not
always consider themselves so (Kidwell et al, 2001).
An example of syncretic melding of tribal spirituality and Christianity can be seen
on Manitoulin Island, Ontario. When the Jesuit priests arrived in Manitoulin Island,
Ontario in 1648, Anishnaabe beliefs, practices and symbols were not only replaced by
Christian ones but were denounced as demonic in origin. After the church was leveled by
fire in 1971, discussion about a new design was launched. The final church design
combined Christian and Native beliefs. A red sun on a blue background emitting four
large rays and twelve smaller ones is decorated with the traditional Anishnaabe floral
motifs and the smaller yellow rays contain black crosses. The symbol could represent
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Christ, the cross and twelve Apostles or represent the four directions and twelve moons.
The church was heralded as an enculturation of Anishnaabe spirituality in the new Native
Roman Catholic Church (Smith, 2000).
Evangelism coming from the Roman Catholic Church and from Christianity in
general is one that is no longer so much concerned with the Christianization of Indians as
with the Indianization of Christianity. This new Roman Catholic evangelism reflects the
general shift in Christian missionizing. The approach argues for enculturation and the
introduction of syncretic forms under the leadership of Christian Natives (Smith, 2000).
Not all Anishnaabe community members agree with the move. When asked why
she thought the church was including Anishnaabe ways, a tribal member felt that the
church was redoubling its efforts to dispirit the tribe. She further accuses the Jesuits of
intentionally Christianizing Midewewin teachings, believing that the practice of
Anishnaabe rituals and inclusion of ritual objects in and around the church was both
inappropriate and foolish (Smith, 2000).
Many Native people believe it is one way or the other, and that one must chose.
For Christian Anishnaabe who were told to hand over their medicine bundles to the
priests and to reject the old ways as demonic, enculturation must appear as a remarkable
and troubling contradiction—and one that is not easily articulated (Smith, 2000).
In contemporary American society, there are many Native people who profess
strong belief in and allegiance to Christian churches of various denominations. Some
totally reject traditional Native cultural beliefs, and some integrate Christianity and
traditional practices. The degree to which Christianity represents a rejection of Native
traditions is a function of history. It is, above all, a recognition of the fact that culture is a
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very fluid concept, that adaptation and change are part of the human historical
experience, and that belief is a vary personal thing (Kidwell, et. al, 2001).
Theme Five
These Native Female Leaders in this Study experienced both Male Gender Bias and
Female Sabotaging, some o f which occurred in Tribal Political Contexts.
Male Gender Bias
Medicine (1988b) articulates the problem Native women face regarding sexism:
It is only since the late 1960s that there have been a sufficiently large number of
Native Americans in institutions of higher education. Recruitment.. .is an ongoing
process. As the tribal composition is varied, intertribal interactions and
cohesiveness have to be consciously built. Therefore, Native women must deal
with the chauvinism and gender bias regarding leadership of the Native males (p.
35).
In 1985, Mankiller became the first woman Principal Chief of the Cherokees,
serving until 1994. At one time the Cherokee tribe was matriarchal, but had become
assimilated and adopted the cultural values of the larger society. In so doing they adopted
sexism. She sees the tribe going forward and backward at the same time. As she observed
a dilution of tribal original values, she witnessed more sexism (Mankiller, 1993).
Mankiller believes she was challenged mostly because of the fact that she was
female. The election became an issue of gender. It was one of the first times she had ever
encountered overt sexism. She was told she wasn’t “chief material,” and she received
hate mail, including several death threats from those who did not want a woman in office.
“Many other people felt that the Cherokee Nation would crash and bum with a woman in
charge” (Mankiller, 2004, p. 244).
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Mankiller (2004) states:
When I first ran for election as deputy principal chief in 1983, it seemed the
strong role of women in Cherokee life had been forgotten by some of our own
people. I vividly remember a man standing up in a campaign meeting and telling
me the Cherokee Nation will be the laughingstock of all tribes if we elect a
woman (p. 102).
Another Native female leader who was the first woman to become Tribal
Chairwoman of Pine Ridge Oglala Sioux was Cecilia Fire Thunder. She had a difficult
first term and faced impeachment. In December of 2005, the tribal council voted to drop
a pending impeachment complaint and keep Fire Thunder as Tribal Chairwoman, but by
then she and many of her supporters had come to believe that her sex was really at the
root of so much turmoil. “I never though my being a woman was a big deal until I got in”
(Davey, 2006).
Though some tribal members may disagree with Ms. Fire Thunder’s assertion of
bias, she stands as an illustration of the shifting role Native women are playing in tribal
governments. She believes only her gender could explain why people were attacking her
so often and with such vehemence for circumstances—such as the tribe’s deeply-strained
finances—which had been created by the male-led administrations, long before she came
along. “I ran on my merits, not a woman card.. .but I walked into a hornet’s nest. I didn’t
want to acknowledge it at first, but of course it has to do with me being a woman”
(Davey, 2006).
Change has also brought growing pains, both trivial and vast: how to adjust titles
for constitutions (and parking space signs) that anticipated the possibility only of a chair-
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man. How to cope with council members or tribal elders, who, some women leaders say,
ignore their comments, repeatedly interrupt their speechmaking or assume they are
members of the secretarial staff (Davey, 2006).
In a study by Napier (1995) nine Native female participants—all recipients of
doctoral degrees—were asked to identify and describe any negative experiences they had
in graduate school and their reactions to these episodes. Their responses were divided
into three categories: sexist behavior, gender bias, and racism. Speaking of sexism, one
participant said she heard that it is typical male behavior on the reservation. Another
woman believed men responded to her based on her assertive personality and honest
nature. Other negative behaviors experienced by participants of the Napier study included
resentment and stereotyping by males in the program. “I think sometimes there were
feelings that maybe women shouldn’t be doing this type of thing.. .they certainly had
some definite views about women not taking care of their children and working on their
degrees [instead]” (Napier, p.142).
Reacting to situations at work on the reservation, one woman commented, ‘There
is so much of it [sexist behavior] all around, it’s really tough to deal with” (Napier, 1995,
p. 143). In discussing gender-related barriers another woman experienced when
attempting to go back home upon the completion of her degree, she said, “it’s very
difficult for a woman to go back” (Napier, 1995, p. 142).
A decision to return and work near the home reservation proved arduous for
some. For example, one participant found, “it’s very difficult sometimes for Indian
people to go back to their own reservations.. .on my reservation being a woman is a
barrier” (Napier, 1995, p. 145).
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Napier (1995) further found:
Some marriages failed, some had to relocate to find leadership positions, and
others who did find leadership positions at home dealt with cultural gender bias in
their attempts to make effective changes: “they (Indian males) can’t get busy with
the agenda at hand, they have trouble taking me seriously.. .we have a serious
communication problem, they just can’t relate to me as a woman leader” (p. 139).
Despite their successes, these women were often confronted by bureaucratic red
tape, gender bias, and challenges to their own Nativeness. Although all were high
achievers, and all have worked in high level positions, many feel they have not been able
to change effectively the way educational services are delivered to Native children due to
gender barriers mostly related to cultural sex-role stereotyping by Native men and tribal
power struggles (Napier, 1995).
Every Native woman must reconcile for herself which roles from the non-Native
world she wants to take on in order to frame a synthesis between the two cultures and
function effectively in both Native and non-Native cultures. They must also decide when
and at what time it is possible to adhere to traditional roles or use contemporary roles
appropriately within the Native community (LaFromboise, 1982).
Female Sabotaging (Horizontal Violence)
In the past quarter-century, the number of women serving as top tribal leaders has
nearly doubled. In 1981, a study paid for by the Department of Education and called
Ohoyo One Thousand found that 69 of the more than 500 federally recognized tribes and
Alaskan Native villages were headed by women. By 2006, the number of female leaders
of tribes was one hundred thirty-three (Davey, 2006).
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Traditionally, leadership of tribes took different forms. In some tribes, clan
mothers had a direct say in picking leaders, and female tribe members might be medicine
women, holy women, or responsible for deciding whether to approve a war (Davey,
2006; Medicine, 1993). Over the last 20 years, as tribal governments have grown, tribal
administrations have tended to be filled with women, and now that is reaching into senior
leadership.
With women becoming leaders of tribal governments, (Davey, 2006; Napier,
1995), many are experiencing the phenomenon known as Horizontal Violence (Freire,
1970; Funk, 2002). Horizontal violence is a type of psychological displacement where
members of oppressed groups often lash out at their peers in response to oppression
instead of attacking their oppressors. Victims of horizontal violence adopt strategies of
the oppressed group. They redirect their dissatisfaction towards each other rather than
towards the perpetrators of the oppression. Women who rise quickly through the ranks
are called Blue Flamers but often are not supported and even sabotaged by other women
who work with them (Funk, 2002; Hastie, 2003), Dr. Carole Funk applies the term to
describe the harm that some women do to others in the educational workplace. Many
women in educational leadership positions experience negative treatment from female
teachers and female superintendents. Funk (2002) states:
Although this phenomenon exists outside of the field of education.. .effects of
horizontal violence [include] the dismissive, negative, demeaning, or hostile
behavior of some women toward others who have assumed leadership roles in
education (p. 1).
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In his book Pedagogy o f the Oppressed, Freire (1970) introduces the term
horizontal violence. He states:
Submerged in reality, the oppressed cannot perceive clearly the “order” which
serves the interest of the oppressors whose image they have internalized. Chafing
under the restrictions of this order, they often manifest a type of horizontal
violence, striking out at their own comrades for the pettiest reasons (p. 62).
Funk (1995) further states:
Using Friere’s concept of horizontal violence, minorities and other oppressed
groups (women who live in a male-dominated society) rage internally because of
their lack of power but take out their anger and violence on their oppressed peers
(other women). According to Freire, the causal factor of this behavior is the
powerlessness and impotence of the oppressed because they would be severely
punished if they attacked the powerful individuals who actually control their lives
(men) (p. 2).
Examples of horizontal violence used by employees against each other include
criticism, sabotage, undermining, infighting, and bickering; acts of unkindness,
discourtesy, sabotage, divisiveness, lack of cohesiveness, scapegoating and criticism are
also characteristic. Furthermore, gossiping, belittling, or sarcastic comments are often
made towards women that are different from the norm. Some of those most critical of
female leadership have been other women (Davey, 2006).
Mankiller (1993) was puzzled by the lack of support from female members of the
tribal council:
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Serving as president of a council that, at the start did not support me was an
interesting experience. Several members were almost hostile, but what surprised
me the most was the lack of support I received from the three women on the
council (p. 243).
Harris (2000) ran afoul of women while actively involved in her husband’s
campaigns. “Imagine, women told me they didn’t believe in women in politics.. .it was a
shock to me to learn that the attitude was so strong against active women” (p. 53).
Tribal Politics
Serious internal issues continue to bedevil tribal governments. Considering what
their constituents have endured at the hands of federal bureaucrats, tribal governments do
a remarkable job of meeting the basic needs of their citizens most of the time. That said a
major issue is the growing tribal political fragmentation or factionalism that appears to be
eroding the collective nature of a number of tribes. Over the past thirty years there have
been an increasing number of intratribal conflicts, some of which have resulted in virtual
civil war within some tribes (Lopach et al, 1990; Wilkins, 2002).
Any reservation government is confronted with major problems. These include
cultural isolation, poverty, an untrained work force, severely restricted revenue sources,
limited potential for economic development, and relative inexperience with governing
under a bureaucratic system. The design of government alone cannot remedy these
weaknesses. Although the structure and laws of tribal governments have changed over
the centuries, their purpose has not. Tribal governments still exist to meet the social,
physical, and cultural needs of their people (Lopach et al, 1990; O’Brien, 1989).
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Contemporary issues include such important matters as the phenomena of
gaming, conflicts over tribal membership, and the making of decisions regarding what
kinds of economic development are permissible. The historical factors of colonization
and the great losses of property, identity and human life caused by that process are also of
immense concern. Colonialism in particular is perpetuated by the reliance of many tribes
on the Anglo-American legal system that by encouraging adversarial proceedings serves
to exacerbate, not resolve, intratribal disputes. Whatever the source, such tension is
causing severe damage within a number of tribal nations (Wilkins, 2002).
Some Native people feel that tribal governments that have retained their
traditional structures offer the best protection for cultural and political survival. They
argue that tribal governments established under the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) are
based on Anglo-American political values. Critics also charge that tribes too frequently
are governed by an elite group of assimilated tribal members who do not represent the
more traditional members (O’Brien, 1989). One example is the Blackfeet Tribal Council.
According to a former Blackfeet tribal councilman who is also an attorney, the special
character of Blackfeet government—and of most reservation governments—is that it is
an integral part of a closed community. Tribal members’ attention is directed principally
inwards—toward family, relatives, neighbors, reservation events, and the activities of
those who have the temerity to seek prominence. Because of inside information and
shared gossip, most members believe that they know what is happening on the
reservation. This opportunity to observe and relate is fueled by an ethic of equal station
and jealousy: Blackfeet generally do not take pleasure in seeing other tribal members get
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ahead financially (Lopach et al., 1990). The researcher has often been told the Indian
Crabs story that exemplifies this phenomenon. It is recounted as follows:
An Indian and a white guy were out fishing. They both had buckets of crabs. The
white guy’s crabs kept escaping and he would have to stop fishing and chase after
them. After several times of doing this he looked at the Indian guy and asked him
why his crabs weren’t escaping. The Indian guy told him, “Oh, these are Indian
crabs; as soon as one starts climbing out the others reach up and pull him down.”
One political consequence of the closed community is a disposition of tribal
members to suspect and second-guess the decisions of governmental officials and to
involve themselves in tribal matters. The reservation setting can raise legitimate
expectations among tribal members that politics is a means of bettering one’s personal
material situation. This belief, when coupled with other commonly held values, can lead
to political dysfunction. Lopach et al (1990) explains:
The stage is set by tribal members’ inherent suspicion of formal government. The
pervasiveness of per capita and patronage politics and an understandable
jealousy—that tribal officials and employees are getting rich and you are not—
then can cause political competition to become intense and mean. The result can
be short political careers, flip-flop in policies, and little continuity in tribal
government (p. 179).
The essential weakness of the Blackfeet government stems from its formal status
and its mode of operation. Power is so centralized in the Council that there is a broad
expectation that the Council will manage the business of the tribe. An example of the
resultant dysfunction is the tribe’s economic development effort. Because the Council has
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insisted on being the director of the tribal economy many business failures have resulted,
including that of a campground and a racetrack. The business failures occur because the
Council is unwilling to delegate to others. In the past the Council has refused to hire a
tribal manager and business managers who would earn salaries higher than those of
Council members. Economic development projects then became subject to the political
ambitions and jealousies of Council members (Lopach et al, 1990).
Similar to other tribal governments, the Council also spends beyond its budget,
primarily because of its indiscretions—a trip to D.C. costing $35,000, for example.
Tribal member and attorney Joe McKay remembers how, in the past, persons resigned
from the Council and denounced such practices. Elders now argued that the Council
teaches the young exactly the wrong lessons—do little, provide no supervision, travel all
of the time, and exploit the tribe for private gain (Lopach et al, 1990).
Lopach (1990) explains that a form of resistance to Council failures is the
political retribution that can occur when the electorate detects conspicuous consumption
or abuse of office. A member of a leading Blackfeet political family notes that the surest
way to ruin a political career on the reservation is to buy a pickup truck soon after
election to the Council. The ethic at work, he says, is “don’t get too far ahead too
quickly.” Similarly but more seriously, a charge of nepotism can be the undoing of a
tribal official. Word quickly gets around the reservation that someone “is finished,” and
resident voter turnout can be as high as 44 percent. Electoral accountability is also further
eroded by the existence of factionalism on the reservation. Policy positions are also
important, and Council members have tended to group along pro-development,
traditionalist, and do-nothing lines (Lopach et al, 1990, p. 51).
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Generally no faction has sufficient votes to control, so the Council is reduced to
wrangling and reacting to crises. Well-publicized disputes and council salaries, however,
help to attract a full field of candidates. Incumbents have felt the hot breath of
competition when as many as 64 persons have contested nine Council positions. Blood
quantum and family ties also figure into campaigning and political rhetoric, but charges
of “he’s a goddamn Cree” or “he’s only a half-breed” are generally covers for policy
differences. Taken together, jealousy, suspicions of nepotism, ideological differences and
bloc voting by families can defeat an incumbent at election time (p. 52).
Tribal governments are in a transition that began with independence, moved to
paternalism, and is now moving to self-determination and control. As tribes resume
management of their affairs, tribal members must critically assess the structure of their
government. Many critics of tribal governments argue that such governments are not well
structured to provide efficient, representative responses to the economic and social needs
of the communities they represent or to reinforce and nurture the cultural values of the
community (O’Brien, 1989).
Theme Six
The Native Female Leaders in this Study had Off Reservation Education and Career
Experience.
Young Natives traveling the path to self-determination went away from home for
college education until the mid-1970s when the establishment of tribal colleges slowed
the exodus (Lee, 2002). In the 1950s, the Bureau of Indian Affairs developed a relocation
program. Documentation of off reservation education and career experience exists within
the context of the Bureau of Indian Affairs relocation program where Native people were
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encouraged to leave the reservation to pursue training or college, The off reservation
experiences of study participants was examined in Chapter III.
Summary
Chapter I provided the reader with an introduction to the historical background of
Native female roles in general, followed by discussion of the significance of and need for
the present study.
Chapter II gave a description of the methodology used in this study, and included
discussion of the fundamentals of qualitative research and a rationale for choosing
qualitative research for this study. The method for selecting the participants, setting up
the interviews, the interview questions, and the protocol for inductive data analysis and
report of findings were described as well.
Chapter III provided a narrative description of the participants and their individual
backgrounds, placing their experiences in context with those of Natives as a whole. This
information allowed the reader to better understand the participants and the personal
experiences they bring to this research.
Chapter IV contained the findings of the study. Six themes that emerged from
participant interviews were presented along with supporting evidence in the form of
quotations from the interviews.
Chapter V presented the discussion of the literature in reference to the themes.
Chapter VI presents an overview of the themes of the study, with conclusions,
discussion and suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, OVERVIEW OF THEMES, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS,
AND REFLECTIONS
Chapter VI is comprised of five sections that present an overview of the study.
The first section includes a summary of the problem investigated, including an overview
of the themes, research questions, and findings. The second and third sections contain
conclusions and recommendations supported by the findings. The final section closes
with reflections by the researcher.
The purpose of this qualitative interview study was to discover leadership patterns
in the paths of Native female leaders and their experiences. This study explored the path
that current Native female leaders walked leading them to positions of leadership. This
study addresses the various issues faced by Native women working toward professional
goals that demand a balance of traditional and contemporary leadership strengths and
roles, and it focuses on the experience, perceptions, beliefs and meaning of the women
interviewed.
It is important to give voice to today’s Native female leader. This study presents
actual statements from participants about their personal successes and the obstacles that
contributed to their position as leaders. Hearing their voices, with rich detail, adds to the
understanding of these experiences.
All participants were professionals working within a reasonable travel distance of
the researcher’s location. Four participants have earned doctoral degrees, one holds a
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master’s and five honorary doctoral degrees. One is currently a tribal chairwoman; one is
a former tribal chairwoman and now a college instructor. One female is a tribal
community college president; one is a university president; one is a former community
college vice-president now working as a consultant. Three currently live on reservations.
Two live in urban areas—of the two, one participant is retiring from her position and
considering a move back to the home reservation. The two participants living off their
home reservation continue to maintain close contacts there, and all are in communication
with their tribe’s culture and traditions.
Qualitative methods were used to study the leadership paths of five successful
Native females from birth through their career and life experiences. Interviews ranged
from one to two hours and were conducted in the participants’ choice of location during
the summer of 2006. Follow-up telephone or email was exchanged in several cases. Data
were gathered through interviews with the participants.
Overview of Themes
The themes are summarized as follows:
Theme One: The Native Female Leaders Experienced Early Poverty. All of the
participants grew up in poverty on reservations. All were bom during the first half of this
century and experienced the effects of the Depression Era and World War II.
They were raised in log cabins or simple wood frame homes. None had running
water or electricity. Winters were cold, with wood stoves as the only source of heat. All
participants were raised with both parents present in the home. Three participants had
fathers that worked in tribal mills; one father ran a ranch while another lived on a tribal
farm and did subsistence hunting. One participant, whose father worked in the forest, was
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forced to move often to follow employment, constantly uprooting the children from
schools and disrupting their education. Three had stay-at-home mothers who raised
children, foster kids or grandchildren. One participant’s mother worked as a nurse;
another participant’s mother worked as a teacher/superintendent.
Theme Two: The Native Female Leaders had Strong Survival Skills that
Contributed to Successful Academic and Career Experience. All participants but one
expressed having experiences of childhood racism at their off reservation public or
parochial schools. One participant attended Catholic school on the reservation and then at
an off reservation Catholic boarding school where racist attitudes in some of the nuns
were prevalent. In spite of these traumatic events, all participants recalled having an
otherwise positive educational experience beginning in the early grades. They liked,
indeed, loved school and enjoyed the company of most of their teachers. Most important
was that all participants maintained positive attitudes about themselves.
The literature stresses the importance of self esteem, and underscores the
profound impact dropping out of school and poor self-esteem and/or self-concept can
have on students. Fortunately, none of the participants in this study developed poor self
esteem.
Theme Three: The Native Female Leaders Described a Support Network of Family
and Other Mentors. All participants stressed the importance of having a strong mother
as the main mentor while growing up. In all cases the parents, especially mothers, were
key individuals stressing the importance of education.
Of the three participants that were married, their husbands offered support by
taking turns in moving to jobs and fully participated in raising any children. Husbands
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also earned academic degrees alongside participants. All participants had strong female
and male mentors throughout their education and work experiences. During the era in
their lives that participants were either in school or working in their fields, there were
many female teachers acting as positive influences, but few Native female supervisors or
professors to act as mentors. One participant made special note that she did not have
mentors—she got by on the strength of her personality!
The literature strongly supports the importance of parental involvement,
supportive teachers and mentors as critical factors in the successful completion of school.
Theme Four: The Native Female Leaders Expressed the Belief that Tribal Culture
and Spirituality were Important. All participants were bom and raised on reservations
during an era of federal governmental assimilation policies that encouraged Natives to
throw away all semblances of tribal culture, including tribal spirituality, ceremonies and
language. These policies included sending very young children to off reservation
boarding schools. Christianity, relocation and termination were encouraged if not forced
upon tribes.
None of the participants spoke their tribal language, although all had heard the
language spoken in the home while growing up. Apparently because of negative boarding
school and the government’s push for total assimilation, their parents chose not to teach
them their language.
During the 1950s, the tribes of two participants were terminated, causing mass
relocation to cities to look for employment. Another participant’s tribe was slated to be
terminated, but escaped this fate. One participant was too young to relocate but had
wanted to do so for economic reasons. One participant—married with a husband and
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young baby—relocated but returned to the reservation after experiencing financially
difficult times in the large urban area.
Parents of several participants had extremely negative experiences at the hands of
Catholic boarding schools and thus refused to raise their children Catholic. Other
denominations of Christianity were adopted. All participants but one expressed clear
opinions about their personal continuing participation in Christianity. With over 500
individual Native nations in this country today, each with its own culture, language, and
spiritual traditions, there exists a great diversity among the tribes in the United States.
Each individual tribal member interprets his/her spirituality in his/her own way.
All participants remained close to their tribal roots, traditions, ceremonies and language.
Several had taken classes in their tribal language. Christianity along with Native
spirituality and tribal ceremonies were practiced. The two participants that lived and
worked in large urban centers traveled to their home reservations as they were able.
Tribal spirituality is geographically bound to sacred spots. Most tribes have origin
stories that depict how the people arrived at their place. “We were put there by the
Creator, and we are there to stay,” it is said. One participant spoke of how well she is
treated whenever she returns home; the people tell her how proud they are of her. That
warm reception is what has always kept her going, knowing that she could go back to the
reservation and always feel at home there.
Theme five: These Native Female Leaders Experienced Both Gender Bias and
Female Sabotaging, Some of Which Occurred in Tribal Political Contexts. All
participants experience sexism or gender bias during their careers. They admitted that it
appeared to them that men do not respond well to a female supervisor.
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All participants spoke of experiencing female undermining, undercutting or
sabotage during their careers. This experience was often understood by them as female
jealousy. Research bears out a phenomenon know as horizontal violence now being
studied in educational circles, especially in light of the fact that many females are now
becoming superintendents or supervisors in other educational positions.
Theme Six: The Native Female Leaders had Off Reservation Education and Career
Experiences. Closely tied to culture and spirituality is a Native person’s sense of place.
A Native’s identity and worldview is interdependent with the land base. All Native
females in this study were bom and raised on their home reservations located in the
northern plains area of the United States. Tribal community colleges were not established
until the early 1970s; previously, their lack caused an exodus of Native people to urban
areas, often far from home reservations, in search of a college education. Tribal culture,
traditions, ceremonies, differences in language, or pure lonesomeness coupled with new
job opportunities often called them back to their home reservations following completion
of degrees. At this time there are few positions on reservations available for professors or
university presidents—those that remain off the reservation for employment reasons
maintain close ties to their home.
Conclusions
This study emphasizes the need for a qualitative look at the factors that contribute
to a Native female leader’s success. The literature is full of statistics about the slow
progress of females attempting to break the glass ceiling of upper-level positions in
education and other areas of social leadership. Currently, in the Midwest tribes and urban
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areas we are just now beginning to see, for the first time in history, Native females as
university presidents, tribal community college presidents and as tribal chairwomen.
The researcher found little work done by scholars that focused on the reassertion
of female power in today’s work force, on reservations or in urban areas. Contrary to
early European images of meekness, docility, and subordination to males with which
Native women typically have been portrayed, the Native females in this study were
Ogimah Ikwe, Leader Women, and Ogichida Ikwe, Warrior Women, following in the
traditions of their female ancestors. These women have distinguished themselves in their
roles whether living on their home reservations or working with Native people in urban
areas. They lived through a time in history when they heard their mothers and
grandmothers speak about the horrors of extermination and of forced attendance at
abusive boarding schools, where use of their tribal languages, traditions or ceremonies
was strictly forbidden, often by beatings. They lived through the era of coercive
assimilation polices, now called the Termination and Relocation era. The Native females
in this study were themselves terminated, relocated, and boarding schooled, but were able
to overcome total assimilation.
Their activist roles stem from egalitarian cultural traditions, concerned more with
the dignity of the individual than with personal power or authority. European leadership
models challenged traditional tribalism, and these females, along with their ancestors,
have had to adjust to drastic changes in the roles of both Native women and men. As first
time leaders in their current positions in a modem society, and facing a newer
governmental policy of self-determination they are left stmggling with conflicts
concerning gender roles, tribal politics, culture, language and spirituality.
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Still, they attempt to live their lives achieving balance in all things. Living
bicultural lifestyles, these Native female leaders found their spirituality, both Christianity
and tribal, a major source of their strength as Native women and as leaders.
We must bring the traditional roles of Native women to the forefront so we may
look at tribal societies holistically and not only from an early European male perspective.
More Native women are beginning to write about themselves and their ancestors. We
need their contributions and the Native female perspective on history, culture, politics
and leadership. Following is a discussion of the research questions in relation to the
findings of the study.
Research question 1. What are similar characteristics o f Native female leaders
regarding:
a.

Relationships with other females?
The participants in this study all listed their mothers as having strong and positive

influence in their lives from early childhood on. Several mothers were very involved in
tribal politics, bringing the participants along to meetings, where the belief of giving back
to and getting involved in their tribe was planted. Several mothers raised a large extended
family of foster children or grandchildren.
All participants experienced some horizontal violence, or jealousy, gossiping,
backbiting and sabotaging from other female peers, or supervisees. That this was not a
major negative experience in their lives could be due to the fact that early during the era
the participants grew up, or were in leadership positions, there were few females in
supervisory positions.
b. Relationships with males?
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The participants experienced some sexism in their careers as Native female
leaders, both from Native and non-Native males. A few stated that Native men just didn’t
seem to like to take orders from a woman. Others had male mentors, men that had
worked with them and were supportive of them as their supervisors during an era when
few women were in supervisory positions.
Research question 2. What similar experiences did Native female leaders share in:
a. Childhood/family?
All participants are members of a federally recognized tribe and were bom on a
reservation between the late 30s and 40s. They all experienced poverty throughout their
childhood. As one participant noted, poverty is relative and if everyone living in a
community shares similar circumstances, the notion of poverty and wealth becomes
vague. She further stated, “Everyone living around us was poor, no matter their ethnic
background—Native, German, or White.”
All participants were raised by both parents, although their mothers presented the
strongest influence in their lives. One said she wished everyone could have had a father
like hers; several had alcoholic parents. All fathers worked hard to help support their
families. Two had parents that were both Native. One participant’s parents were from the
same tribe. Another’s parents were each from a different tribe. Three had a non-Native
parent. One participant’s father was a non Native; two had non-Native mothers. Only one
of these three participants had kept up a relationship with the non-Native side of her
family.
None of the participants were speakers of their tribal language. Their parents grew
up in an era where forced assimilation was governmental policy, a policy that was
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enforced in schools located both on and off the reservation. Although all grew up hearing
the language, their parents did not teach them saying they did not want them to go
through the trauma they did in school.
The participants were all raised as Christians. When asked about learning their
tribal spirituality and attending ceremonies, I was reminded that they also grew up in an
era of continued forced assimilation, where the government frowned on anything overtly
Native in nature. One participant became a nun; another was in a Christian seminary,
awaiting ordination when she went to the East coast to obtain her doctorate. She
attempted to complete both programs. The academic rigors of both programs proved too
heavy a load and she chose to remain in the doctoral program.
All said alcohol was never a problem in their personal life. One admitted she and
her husband probably drank too much in the early 70s when more than one bar suddenly
sprang open on the reservation, but with children at home, that was soon tempered. They
all witnessed abusive drinking of a parent, relatives or siblings, and the experience made
them strong in their resolve to not let alcohol be a negative factor in their lives. One
participant’s parents and grandparents were total abstainers, but she wondered if that was
best in light of the fact that four of her siblings were practicing alcoholics.
b. Education?
All but one of the participants attended school off the reservation in
predominantly non-Native schools. One participant attended Catholic school on her home
reservation, and then went to high school in a Catholic run boarding school off the
reservation.
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The participants all mentioned incidences of childhood racism or discrimination,
mostly by non-Native students in the off-reservation schools they attended. One
mentioned that even her teachers were prejudiced against her and her siblings. One
participant was deeply affected by her experiences which continued on into her high
school years. The others shrugged when speaking of incidences; they simply fought back
and chalked it up to just being kids.
In spite of experiences of early racism, all the Native female leaders in this study
loved school and experienced academic success from their earliest grades on. One
participant could read Latin before she entered first grade—little missals would be tucked
into the bundles her mother bought at the Catholic church and, not able to afford books,
she and her siblings would play school with the missals. Another participant won Latin
spell downs in high school. One was class valedictorian. Two of the participants began
law school; one was forced to drop out due to financial difficulties while the other was
called back to her tribe to deal with pending legislation affecting the tribe.
All had parents that expected them to do well in school and at least graduate from
high school. All the Native female leaders in this study aspired to education beyond a
high school degree. For several of them, Bureau of Indian Affairs counselors got in the
way of college aspirations, but somewhere along their path a mentor was planted that
encouraged them to get into college.
c. Careers?
All the participants in this study attended college off their home reservations.
Tribal community colleges had not yet been developed when they were ready to enter
college. The off reservation college experience afforded opportunities to remain in urban
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areas if they chose. The majority of the participants in this study began their careers in
jobs located away from their home reservations. They mentioned wanting to have as
many new experiences as they could, and marveled at the ethnic diversity they were able
to witness, and be a part of, in the larger urban areas where they accepted employment.
Several maintained close ties to their home reservation, accepting tribal positions in
between having to leave the reservation to further pursue educational degrees. Several
worked off their home reservation but took positions in urban areas or with another tribe
where they worked with majority Native people.
Research Question 3. What strategies have Naive female leaders used to achieve current
leadership roles?
The Native female leaders in this study were undaunted by early poverty,
racism—both by peers and non-Native teachers—or alcoholism. They refused to allow
the low expectations of school or Bureau of Indian Affairs counselors stop them from
getting an education beyond high school. They were resilient and determined. They
developed a love of school and learning that continues' today. Through their mothers as
their first and most important mentors, they developed an indefatigable spirit and self
esteem they have carried into their current leadership positions. None stopped out (as
termed by Neuerburg, 2000) of undergraduate school. All went straight through
undergraduate studies and into graduate school. Four worked for a while then returned to
earn doctorate degrees. The participant with a master’s degree went on to a distinguished
career, earning five honorary doctorates in the process.
Their spirituality is of continual great importance, a source of strength and daily
comfort to them. They are Christians who still maintain close ties to their tribal traditions,
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culture and ceremonies and have the deepest respect of both belief systems. Throughout
their lives, no matter where jobs took them, they remained connected to their home
reservations and traveled there often, saying their ancestral lands will always be
important to them and their families.
Reflections o f Participants
When asked what advice they would give to young aspiring Native female
leaders, the participants responded as follows:
Miskoose:
•

You are human and will expect the rewards that come from hard work, but don’t
be surprised if you are passed over because you are a woman, and when it
happens, remember I told you so.

•

I want you to realize that being a Native woman leader is a tough job.

•

If you realize that reservation life is not always fair, it might make it easier to face
tribal politics and what happens in that political arena.

•

Don’t let it stop you—if every Native woman let tribal politics stop her, where
would we be as tribal people?

•

We need Native women to influence our tribal membership at all levels.

•

We think with our hearts as well as our minds.

•

We can truly see seven generations from now and feel that little baby in our
arms—the one that is depending on us making the right decisions today.

•

Do not sacrifice integrity for approval.

Shawano:
•

Go to school; it is your way out of poverty.
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•

Don’t have kids (at a young age).

•

Got to go to class.

•

Do your work.

•

Talk to instructors.

•

Pay back the tribe; help your people.

•

Get experience off the reservation.

•

No Indian time.

•

No “grungiest” clothes.

•

Only two drinks, no more.

•

Find out what mainstream society is like—how to survive.

Wawashkeshi:
•

Understand we are all connected; we are all on this planet together.

•

We have different abilities, talents.

•

Learn about yourself and accept yourself.

•

Explore!

•

Accept the fact you are a leader.

•

Accept responsibility for your own decisions.

•

Don’t wait for approval from somebody else.

•

Learn more about the world.

•

Know your tribal history, language and culture.

•

Develop a pride in your heritage and yourself.

•

Have a long range view of your actions.

•

There is a great joy in life.
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•

The world is a place of wonder and beauty.

•

You don’t have to go along with the crowd.

•

Pregnancy equals poverty!

•

Don’t be afraid to be different.

•

It’s better to give than to receive.

•

Get an education.

•

Give yourself options.

Brave Hearted Woman
•

A sa leader, toughen up your skin.

•

Develop relationships, personal and professional.

•

Tribal and cultural values need to be an important part of our life.

•

Stop apologizing (for leadership style).

•

Your leadership should be evident regardless how loud your voice.

•

Overcome or be aware of the Imposter Syndrome.

•

It’s lonely at the top.

•

Be a visible leader.

Ogichida Ikwe
•

Work hard, work very hard.

•

Be informed, be more informed than anyone else.

•

Be consistent.

•

Be decisive.

•

Have integrity.

•

Treat every person with respect.
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•

A leader needs courage.

•

Believe in the Creator.

•

Education.

•

Be a part of tribal culture and value system.

•

Live the traditions.
Recommendations for Practice
The following recommendations are provided to all parents, teachers, faculty,

mentors, and administrators who will impact the academic outcome of Native students.
1. Provide training on horizontal violence for junior and senior Native female
high school students, and freshman in college students—what it is, its effects
and how to stop it.
2. Provide funding for mentoring programs on leadership specific to Native
female students, elementary, high school and college.
3. Provide mentoring programs and opportunities specific to Native culture.
4. Encourage teachers of Native females to take the lead early in a Native
female’s life to teach self-esteem and encourage academic excellence.
5. Develop more Native related programs on campuses to provide more support
for Native students.
6. Develop an ongoing cultural awareness program for grades K-16 to increase
the level of comfort Native students experience on campus.
7. There is a need for the development of programs and literature that inform the
stakeholders (parents, teachers, faculty, and mentors) about the importance of
the roles that they play in the success of Native female students.
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8. There is a need for development programs to train Native females aspiring to
leadership roles.
Recommendations for Future Research
Based on the findings and conclusions of this study, the following
recommendations for additional research are made to provide additional clarity and
direction to this area of research.
1. Research that focuses on off reservation experience compared to on
reservation education and Native female success as leaders is needed.
2. More research is necessary to study the impact upon Natives of practicing
both Christianity and tribal ceremonies.
3. More research is necessary to study the impact of horizontal violence on
Native female leaders.
4. Research that focuses on the specific educational experiences of Native
female leaders is needed.
5. The study should be broadened to include a larger number of Native female
leaders.
6. The study should be replicated with the focus on Native male leaders to
determine similarities and differences.
7. Research is needed that will focus on the off reservation educational and
career experiences of Native female leaders.
8. More research is needed K-16 which focus on the impact racial discrimination
has on Native student self-esteem and academic success.
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9. More research is needed K-16 which focus on the impact mentors have on the
academic success of Native students.
Personal Reflection
'To lead is a great honor and must not be taken lightly. It is a responsibility that is
sacred and must be earned” (Napier, 1995, p. 133).
This research would not have been possible without these women sharing their
personal stories of pain, triumph, and endurance. The heartfelt stories that each of these
women shared illustrate their experiences as the first Native female leaders to occupy
upper-level positions in fields previously dominated by Native or non-Native males. Each
story is valuable, but all of them in concert depict the many facets of the path Native
women must walk to attain leadership.
Each of these women was given an Ojibwa name, reflecting my tribal language.
Miskoose (Miss-koose) means Red Beaver; Shawano (Sha-wahn-no) means South; Brave
Hearted Woman’s name fits her demeanor; Waawaashkeshi (Wa-wash-ke-she) means
Deer; and Ogichida Ikwe (O-gich-e-dah E-kway) means Warrior Woman, befitting her
personality. Each has made a considerable difference in my life and on my perceptions of
the Native female experience. Their words were like drum beats in my head as I drove
across many plains states, mellifluous in their wisdom and beauty. As I listened to the
stories of these women, I was astonished at how similar my life’s experiences were to
theirs, something I had not foreseen or expected. Their stories caused me to reflect on my
own history of dealing with sexism, gender bias, and virulent childhood and adult racism.
None of the women became emotional during the interviews. Yet during the writing of
this study I did.
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Like the participants I had parents that were strict in their expectations of
academic success, my father demanding two hours of homework a night whether I had
two hours to work or not. Both my parents were Native, enrolled in the same reservation
and as children were sent to boarding schools far away from their home. Neither could
speak English when they arrived at school and were locked in closets or beaten for
speaking their Native tongue. Consequently, like the participants of this study, I did not
leam my tribal language but did grow up hearing it at home.
I also had positive academic experiences off the reservation. For economic
reasons my family relocated to Portland, Oregon as I was entering first grade. I attended
private Catholic schools until I was ten, and similar to one participant’s experience, I had
a bad year with a so-called deranged nun, who did nothing to stop the racial slurs thrown
at me by fellow students, and in fact seemed to encourage it by punishing me and not the
instigators for the ensuing fights. Halfway through the year, I became so emotionally
traumatized I stopped speaking and it was recommended by a child psychologist that I be
transferred to a nearby public school, which was done. In spite of the experienced
discrimination, I loved school, especially reading and became a voracious reader and
writer. I completed two years of college before achieving a childhood goal of moving
back to my home reservation. From there I was able to transfer to the University of North
Dakota.
Like that of several participants’ fathers, my experience at the hands of Catholic
nuns and priests was not positive. Upon return to my reservation I attempted to blend
Native and Catholic spirituality, ultimately choosing to practice only my tribal
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spirituality. Similarly in the case of one participant’s father, mine also was alcoholic to
his death, motivating me to avoid alcohol entirely as an adult.
My family had also returned to the reservation after fourteen years in Portland,
Oregon, the year before I began my junior and senior years in college at a North Dakota
university. Unlike the participants of this study, I did stop out (Neuerburg, 2000) during
my senior year for four years, accepting a position in Denver, Colorado. When my
mother died I returned to my home reservation in North Dakota to take care of my
grandmother and father. I eventually re-enrolled at the University of North Dakota and
graduated with a BS in education. I then taught elementary and middle school students on
my home reservation and on one other North Dakota reservation.
As I moved into a leadership position on my home reservation I experienced the
good ol’ boy syndrome of sexism and gender bias that I had been trained to expect. But I
also encountered the phenomenon of horizontal violence. I was absolutely puzzled by
female reaction to having a female supervisor. The people who caused me the most
problems during my tenure as principal were other females—school board members,
teachers and a superintendent. Half a year into my principalship a female teacher yelled
at me, “You’re NOT the principal!” I had never heard the term horizontal violence until
the day I was in the university library training as a new doctoral student, learning how to
do ERIC searches. Serendipitously, after typing in a search for materials on educational
leadership, an article by Dr. Carole Funk came up. The article discussed horizontal
violence and female educational administrators. I was floored and excited. There was a
name to what I had experienced as a female leader in school administration.
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Over many years of living on the reservation, I was able to see a pattern of tribal
politics in regards to strong, highly educated and well trained, experienced female
leaders. Outstanding females in leadership positions were often verbally attacked at tribal
council open meetings, harassed by school board members, subject to very public
attempts at non-renewal of contracts, or put on administrative leave, eventually to lose
their positions or resign. After our tribe’s first Native female tribal chairwoman was
voted out, I heard a male councilman publicly state, “We’ll never have another woman
leader!” The majority of these highly educated, brilliant and talented women are now
living and working off the reservation.
As I begin a new job as a professor in Educational Leadership at a large
university, I am told I am the first Native female professor on campus, and the first
female in my department. Like the women in the study, I did not aspire to ever be “a
first,” but like them my life sometimes takes a serendipitous path.
These incredibly thoughtful, considerate, intelligent and courageous women have
made a difference in the life of this researcher and of many others. I hope to do the same.
Summary
Chapter I provided the reader with an introduction to the historical background of
Native female roles in general, followed by discussion of the significance of and need for
the present study.
Chapter II gave a description of the methodology used in this study, and included
discussion of the fundamentals of qualitative research and a rationale for choosing
qualitative research for this study. The method for selecting the participants, setting up
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the interviews, the interview questions, and the protocol for inductive data analysis and
report of findings were described as well.
Chapter III provided a narrative description of the participants and their individual
backgrounds, placing their experiences in context with those of Natives as a whole. This
information allowed the reader to better understand the participants and the personal
experiences they bring to this research.
Chapter IV contained the findings of the study. Six themes that emerged from
participant interviews were presented along with supporting evidence in the form of
quotations from the interviews.
Chapter V presented the discussion of the literature in reference to the themes.
Chapter VI presented an overview of the themes of the study, with conclusions,
discussion and suggestions for future research.
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Introductory Letter to Subjects
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Introductory Letter to Subjects
Dear
Boozhoo! Hello! My name is Denise K. Lajimodiere. I am an enrolled member of
the Turtle Mountain Band of Pembina Chippewa currently in my third year as a doctoral
student in the Department of Educational Leadership at the University of North Dakota,
working under the direction of my advisor, Dr. Sherry Houdek. The dissertation study I
am doing will speak to the challenges and conflicts faced by Native women working
toward professional goals that demand a balance of traditional and contemporary
leadership strengths and roles.
1 am inviting you to participate in this study
The purpose of the study is to discover patterns in the relationships of Native
female leaders and Native cultural norms.
Each of the above mentioned areas will be explored through a literature review as
well as personal interviews. The data from this research will be qualitatively analyzed for
emerging themes that serve to enrich the description of Native female leaders’
experiences.
There are no known physical or financial risks associated with participation in this
study. I will take several precautions to reduce, if not eliminate, the potential for
emotional risks—in the form of unexpected stress or anxiety—that may result from
participation in this study. Participants will be made aware of the availability of
Employee Assistance Program. Should participants in this study identify experiencing
unexpected and/or undue stress or anxiety as a result of their participation (or if for any
other reason) choose to leave the study, they may do so without penalty.
Fictitious documentation names will be assigned to the study participants as a
means of ensuring anonymity and confidentiality. This research has been reviewed and
approved by the IRB, approval # 200604-330. All data, in the form of written field notes,
journal entries and taped or transcribed interviews will be kept in a locked file cabinet in
my home for a period of 3 years, at which time all data will then be destroyed.
If you have any other questions or concerns, please call me at 701.777.9850, or
my advisor Dr. Sherryl Houdek at 701.777.2394, or Research Development and
Compliance at 701.777.4279. If you have no further questions and are interested in
participating in this study, please review and sign the attached informed consent form.
Please retain the second copy for your records. Return the form to me in the enclosed
stamped self-addressed envelope.
I look forward to hearing from you. Chi Miigwech! Thank you!
Sincerely yours,
Denise K. Lajimodiere
701.777.9850
Denise.Laiimodiere@und.nodak.edu

Dr. Sherryl Houdek
701.777.2394
sherrvl.houdek.@und.nodak.edu
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Informed Consent

I ,______________________________________________ , have read the above letter
describing the dissertation study being undertaken by Denise K. Lajimodiere. I am aware
of Ms. Lajimodiere’s goals and methodologies and have asked any questions I have
regarding the study; they have been answered to my satisfaction. I know that I am able to
leave the study at any time for any reason without penalty and I willingly volunteer to
participate in this study.

Signed____________ _________________________ Date_______________________
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Research Consent Form: Interview Participants
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Research Consent Form: Interview Participants
Thank you for agreeing to be a participant in my research project during the spring
semester, 2006. This study will speak to the challenges and conflicts faced by Native
women working toward professional goals that demand a balance of traditional and
contemporary leadership strengths and roles.
You were selected to participate in this study because you are a Native female working in
a leadership position.
I will interview you for approximately one to two hours during the course of the
semester, at a time which is convenient for both of us. Once I receive this consent form I
will contact you by phone to schedule the interview. With your permission the interview
will be audio-taped and later transcribed to paper. Your identity will be masked by a code
name known only to myself and my advisor.
Use of any information attained through the interview will remain anonymous in any
reporting of my findings. For three years following the study, the signed consent forms
and collected data will be stored in a locked file. It will be used solely by this researcher
for the purpose of a dissertation study and future publications. In the event that data will
be destroyed, it will be shredded beyond recognition.
The terms of this agreement is renegotiable at anytime throughout the research process.
Participation is on a voluntary basis. You have the right to withdraw from this study at
anytime without penalty.
Thank you for your participation and cooperation in this research project.

Researcher

Date

I have read this contract and I agree to the conditions indicated.

Date

Participant

Researcher:

Advisor:

Denise K. Lajimodiere
701.777.9850

Dr. Sherryl Houdek
701.777.2394
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Interview Questions
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Interview Questions
1. Tell me about your upbringing.
2. Tell me about your educational upbringing
3. Who were your mentors?
4. Tell me about your relationships with supervisors you (may) have worked for.
5. Tell me about your relationship with those you may have supervised.
6. Tell me about your individual cultural values.
7. Tell me about interest in your tribal cultural values and your position.
8. Are there challenges or experiences that prevented you from feeling successful and
having a sense of personal and professional satisfaction?
9. Tell me about what worked for you.
10. What factors and barriers contributed to your success?
Note: Questions may arise that will lead the researcher to seek clarification.
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